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FOREWORD

NAVSFA O) 3C303 has been prepared ns a guide for HERO prevenUve techniques

to be applied to the esign and construcUon of weapon systems and subsystems. The

Informzation contained herein should not be construed as a specification but as an aid In

implementing the requirements of MIL-STD-1385 (Navy), Preclusion of Ordnance

HarArds in Electromagnetic Fields, General Requirements For.

Comments for the improvement of this publication are invited. Recommended

additions, correctiono, or deletions should be addressed to the Commander, Naval

Sea Systems Command; Attn- SEA-0014: Washington, D. C. 20362. AddlUonal

copies may be obtained upon request from the Commanding Officer, Naval Ordnance

Station, Louisville, Kentucky 40214, Attention Code CTDO.
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Chapter 1.
INTRODUCTION

1.0 ENERAL 1. To define and describe the hazardous
electromagnetic environment.

Modern communication aId radar transmitters
can produce high intensity electromagnetic environ- 2. To provide weapon designers with suf-
meats that are hazardous to ordnance and to its at- ficient engineering data for determining
tending personnel and associated equipment. Those the protection needed for ordnance.
environments can cause prcmature actuation of sen-
sutive electrically initiated explosive elements know-n 3. To recommend specific design and fabri-
as electroexplosive devices (EEDs). They can also cation practices.
damage or trigger solid state circuits, damage or
cause erratic readings in test sets, cause possible While it Is recognized that each ordnance item
biological injury to personnel, or produce sparks will be unique with respect to HERO, an effort has
that can ignite flammable fuel-tir mixturcs.KThoe> been made to present recommended design practices
trend of developing communication and radar trans- and associated engineering data and theory in a
mitters with greater radiated power will increase manner that will assist the designer to adapt various
those problems in the future . ..... recommendations to his particular situation.

.4This Design Guide is intended primarily to 1.2 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE HERO
help the weapon developer solve the problem of pro- PROBLEM
mature actuation of EEDs; however, it should be of
some Jielp in solving all of the problems given above. Resolution of the HERO problem might logi-
The problem of premature actuation of EEDs is cally bn approached in a..,y one of fo-ur ways. They
known as Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to are:'
Ordnuce (HlEJO) 1

1. Eliminate all EEDs from the orhnance.
Energy from the electromagnetic environment

can enter an ordnance item through discontinuities 2. Keep all ordnance containing EEDs
in Its skin such as ports, cracks, and joints, and it physically separated from the electro-
can couple into circuits contfining EEDs. More magnetic environment.
energy will generally enter the ordnance item when
the ports are open than will enter It when the ports 3. Silence the transmitter generating the
are closed. lliv energy can also be conducted into local electromagnetic environment when
the item by firing leads and other electrical con- ordnance containing EEDs is present. *
ductors such as vires, tools and fingers. In general,
ordnance is more stsceptible in electromagnetic 4. Design the ordnance to prevent entry of
environments during assembly, disassembly, han- electromagnetic energy into the EEDs.
dling, loading and unloading than at any other time
because fingers and tools are used and ports are These are all valid solutions. However, the first
usually open. Also, the attachment of external three have serious drawbacks which are as
cable asrenb1!!s and test sets to an ordnance item follows:
will usually increase its electromagnetic suscepti-
bility. 1. EEDs have unique characteristics and the

elimination of EEDs is often not a prac-
For most ordnance, the IERO problem is tical solution.

inevitable unless the designer recognizes tie pos-
sible hazard and organizes all phases of tMe develop- 2. It is usually impossible to keep the
mont so that the hazard is precluded in the original ordnance separated from the
design. Retrofitting after a HERO problem is dis-
covered a't so.iit later stae of development is, at * Some weapons now in the fleet require that
hetd, expeviive and time consuming, and seldom radio or radar transmitters be silenced during cer-
c(ltrilite,4 to the tactical reliability of the ordi:rice. tain phases of their assembly, disassembly, han-

dling or loading. This constitutes a restriction to
1.1 Of.'ECTIVES OF THE DESIGN GUIDE fleet operations. Current restrictions are pub-

lished in a manual generally available only to the
Thq dr, itIll i:ilde ,, s b, nn written to amplify fleet. Restrictions are not desirable and are be-

1 ,i .: ll-il .:''r-125 (N4avy), rllchwi'lon of coming less acceptable to the fleet as new and safe
)rdn:,w-,: itn ho 'c I niwv (g n-i c Fieldsl, weapons are developed to replace the ones that have

(;,,nr r I 'rtre'r-,it!; for, 1i ob;ctives nrc: restrictions.
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electromagnetic environment on-board < Firing Circuit
Naval vessels.

3. It Is not practical to silence the radio or
radar transmitters.

Therefore, desiptnr.g every weapon system in such a
way that sufficient protection is afforded the EEDs -

under all conditions that may be encountered through- -
out the stockpile-to-launch sequence Is the only 'Shielded
satisfactory solution. Cales

1.3 BASIC APPROACHES TO THE HERO
PROBLEM Power Source Switching or EEO

There are several approaches that can be con- Arming Mechanism
sidered for solving the HERO problem. These are
dit'-und in the following paragraphs. Figure 1-2. Compartmentalization, and Shielding of

Compartments and Connect~ons
One approach consists of enclosing all EEDs

and their associated firing circuits (including all shield. Therefore, electromagnetic energy must be
power sources, transmission lines, and switching excluded by some other method. It can be excluded
and arming devices) within a conductive shield or from a shielded enclosure at a connector by means
box. Most ordnance items utilize a metallic skin of in EMT tilter (a low-pass filter). The filter is
that can be used as a conductive box. This approach used to dissipate the electromagnetic energy instead
is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The only precautions of reflecting it at an impedance mismatch as is u.u-
to be observed is the proper design of the metallic ally the case. Because the generator anu the load
joints., In most cases, economic or other limita- impedances are unknown and vary with frequency,
tions on the physical structure of the ordnance do reflection due to mismatch of impedances cannot be
not permit direct application of the conductive box relied on to protect the weapon. One precaution to
concept. be noted is that the heat generated In the filter by

dissipation of the electromagnetic energy must be
The conductive box concept can be extended by prevented from actuating the EED. This can be ac-

having several parts of an ordnance item compart- complished by providing a separation of the EED and
ment'alzed and shicided, and then interconnected ,ia the filtcr or by providing a heat ein-R. The proper
shielded cable. Any cable connector used to connect use of a filter is illustrated in Figure 1-3. For
the shields to the compartments should be of proper further details refer to Chapter VI.
design so that the shield mates before the pins to
prevent electromagnetic energy from being coupled The design of the circuits associated with the
into the pins of the connector during mating and un- use of an EMI filter is important. Arcs can
mating of the connector. This approach is illustrated occur when connectors are mated or unmated in
in Figure 1-2. electromagenetic environments. These arcs can

generate electromagnetic energy throughout the
Most ordnance requires breaking electrical spectrum, including low frequency compnnents which

connections when the parts of the system are phys- are in the same band as the firing signal, and will
ically separated. Thus it is often impossible or tm- pass through the filter.. A break in the firing circuit
practlcl to keep all conductors within one continuous between the arc and the EED until after the connec-

tion is made will circumvent this problem because
a dc path is necessary for an arc to occur. This
techniqlm is ilhistrited in Figure 1-4.

• "--Firing Circuit >

-7i
) Line shicld,;d CAWt

Power Switching or. Filtror

otNrcA EE , r

rijure 1-1. The Conductlivo flox Concept rirture 1-3. tls of FMI Filter

2
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4. Provide a break in the firig circuit
between th filter and the EED for pro-
tacUon from arcs.

4 One of these approaches, or a suitable com-
bination of thum, must be selected early in the

SLh1 1 dosign stage and implemented throughouL, the design,
IMI a Cabin development, and manufacture to assure an optimum
Film and economical solution to the HERO problem. Itis the respunsibility of the weapon developer to

Kitching o EED select the approach to be used and to determine theAntcin M r EEO attonunion vnluo of tho filters wW the shieldingAvmb* Mfthmn~s offectivoneas of the cenclo ure and the cables that
will be needed. One way to solve ths problem is to

F/gmw 1-4 A Bosic Solution to the Arcing Problen consider the ordnance as a receiving system in the
electromagnetic environment and the EEDs as the

To sumnmrle, there are four basic approaches terminating load for this receiver. The total at-
to the soluUon of the HERO problem: tonuation needed can then be determined. A good

rful of thumb is to provide additional protection so
. Rlose the entire ordrance In a continunas that the total attenuation from the combination of all

electroaianetic shield. shielding (that provided by weapon enclosure and
2. Wleld the compartn'ents and the Intere'on- cables I)I.kr that provided by the protection added)

necting cables of the firing circuits, is 40 d1 at 100 kilohertz and inereares linearly to
60 cdI. at I mnegahertz. The attenuation Mhould re-

3. Use an EM filter in the firing circuit and main nt or above 00 dD from I megahertz to 40
shield the cable from the filter to the EED. g1ghertz.
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Chapter II.
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC HAZARD

1.0 ON4ERAL In the far field the powor density And the electric
field strength at any point aro related by'f.eloctromagnetc masceptlbllity of ordrnnceE

IS dihcseed In this chapter In terms of throe major A E2
tutors. Thems a": (1) identification and doscrip- A T T.
ties of the electromagnetle environment to which the
twxInawe may be exposed, (2) possible modes of or
to, transfer from the environnent to !he EED,

measurement of the environment. Although E a 120(P A  be 19. 4 fi;
the Information iven herein is not essential to the
Implementation of the principles and guidelines to be whore
oltablished in later chapters, It is presented to give
the weapons designer an Insight into the need and * electic field strength (volta/meter).
]purpose of these principles and guidelines and to

resent him with cnvironmental levels to be used no lia factor 120,: is known as Uic intrinsic imncdancctimw goals. of free space and is approximately 377 ohms.

1 SUMMARY OV THE ELECTROMAGNETIC If the power density is in milliwatts/cm2 and
ENVIRONMENT the electrical field strength is desired in volts per

meter, the convcrsion factor of 1 watt/meter 2 - 0. 1
lite available power in the eleetromagnetic milliwatts/cm2 i used and the equation becomes

tVwIronm'nt at the weapon site Is a function of the
power reglated from the ".,rce, the source antenna E - G1,4 .F7
Rain, and the location of the ordnance relative to the
source. Thle tar.Ie relatonbh;p of these factors can whore
be derived by reference to an Isotropic radiator.
An liotropic radiator Is n theoretical concept defined E = volts/meter, and
wo t pot.t wwrce with radiation properties that are
IdenUcal In all directions. Por an Isotropic radiator PA = Power density (milliwatts/cm
In free space radiating an average power (WT) In

atts. the power density or power per unit area
on the surfTac of a sphere, conceniric with the point s he electric field from a transmitter i n free
source and of rn1us (r) meters, Is the total radiated space can he conpu(ed for any point if the distanceto the point, gain of Oie antenna in the direction ofthe point, and the power being transmitted are

WV known. Consider the field from a half-w%%ave dipole
P AIn free space at a point of distance (r) meters fromA the antenna in the direction of maximum gain. From

the equationsthhere ton
where power density (watts/moter 2 ). PA = E2/120r and PA - G TVT

rrom this equation. It can be seen that power den- we have
sity In free IpMce decreases inversely as the square
Wf the digtanee from the radiating source. E I 4 O 2 WT • 7.01 T

tf Mh, Tpier vrc In not an isotropic radiator r r
U't ietia!P% %ith n rain In a riven direction, the where
~wr f"rnI ity , a point of diftance (r) metern In the

'01r-rtinn of the 9XIn tA O T - 1.04 for a dipole.

GTV T  The nntenna gain Is sonletimes exprens" In
A " decibeln (dIi). Prom the definition of d1 (dii 10

log (ratio of two nmounts or power)) wo have

- f, r rrim, in nntnn (n g' lot Co.
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• otransmitter, Is; amplitude. modulated the peak envelope
10 power. mny.bo as hlgh. u 4 Uimos, the peak power

CIT - 10 ST" of theunmoduatoed vwe.,, lowever.,, this has been
taken Into account In.determining. the. maximum en-

wvironmental, levels of Table, 2o.A..

C- antenn pi tn dD. Most radz. systems use. pulse modulation as
opposed to the continuous carrier, or doppler sys-
term. The important parameters of the pulsed sys-

2,2 SMMY 0? INVIRONMENTAL L'V[L$ tom are:: T a pulse width (microseconds), I u pulse
rate (hertz), Pp = peak power. (kilowatts), LInd WA =

The degree of electromagnetic susceptibility average power (kilowatts). There Is a definite ratio
of e3sdting ordnance, as determined by nalysts of between the peak and the averago power that de-
data oerined on HERO tests, is Indicated by the ponds on the pulse width and the pulse rate. This
maidntim safe field curves presented In Figures 2-1 relationship is called the duty ratio and is expressed
through 2-4. The curves shown by the heavy lines as follows:
reprmt the upper limit of the field to which all v A
types of ordmnce In any condition can be exposed Duty ratio = gverage power.

without HERO problems. These curves are the peak power Pp
basis for present weapon rostrictlons In the fleet. and

The madmu n stfe field curv as In Figures
2-i and 2-2 are based on theoretical and empirical Duty ratio : pulse width: pulse rate = I'fr.
consideration of the receiving characterts tcs of
bare FhDs exposed In an electromagnetic environ- (These prameters are shown In Figure 2-6.) Also,
ment. These curves represent the worst case the average power can be computed from the duty
condtiten which can exist for naial ordnance. The ratio as
data will he useful In determining the maximum
safe fleds for bare EEDs with load wires arranged WA = ra
In optiraum receiving orientation. There has been . duty ratio P p T.

no known case of an FED Initiating accidentally
when Lhe field Intensity was below the values given or
by the curves.

W Al n 3-
The nid. im- .afe field curven of Ftgureob P T

2-3 mid 2-4 represent the safe field strength and
power denittles for fully assembled ordnance wherQ
undergoing normal h'udling and loading operations.
These curves are based on experimental results of T = pulse repetition time =/fr
HERO test9.. Th boundaries were established by
the mmt tr:uscopt llte ordnaico items (those in 2.5 iTFNNA.
which !Wtl', or no dvul.ip consider"tlon was given to
IPMO poblemn). Aniemeas may IA conveniently rmuped into

Taible 2-1 givoit Vic mnxitnum lelctro- to gererol classnes nrording to the value of the
environnent that ordnance will encount ratio of the antennas ;hysical sltc to the wave-

frm !"(:,j: q.'*lrimment U,.".tordnance. 7iii rendne length of ri(e trnmIttcd frequency. Vihln this
'rors ,'*+pi-tl-o-.itinch rrlurl'Jonc. 'The trcr.d ratio it much gceater than unity, the antenna t
In h-'i r;t tar and rowmmonicalion:t ,,-Iiiment to- clas :ed as a lhrge rnrqhtor; when it to In the order
'rrMta.rttci' pftecltlv rdlaited powevr will increase of tinily, tho aiitema :i; c!aced an a sinal radiator.

tho-P, fkck. l.% APt,-:.-ienco can yield some Indi- *o cc . t7ia.n L:: e) rvon h:'rc to atenmas
c i.ir o/ the trar.intt.le of the increaze to be in which thilj ratio is much less Lhan unity, because
., r.'et,.l In tho fiuture. For erirnplo, early anteilms of thlo type arv Inufficient raciators and
rn,~E,:(,r",n ttibm-: ro, !d ripply 10 kw of peak power are not tinuaily found nboavd ship.
to 0 , !%-~i nrtcrw, :. Within a d'-.eir, the peak

cr-.", r,;tc' l '. t ino:rura~:d! 1 1100 kw. Oir lyle of ins all radlator In the half-wave
, ,, ,- twt :-,nrrct'an,:r in avcrnto power diole. rnie of t1e chitratcteritics of thi antenna

thxr h., t'u ,m ~evrtonerI ovr !he lia!:t three do- are rihnwni in Fiture .-7. Mntinj'xie nd long wire
F.'-4. i t T,) I .,tlq":te I't o :!:r III the nntiilluom ar conoidereil \a *'ltionJ of thi' type',.

I.nr .,o radiatori that are uned ilvad s hilp are
*. * ",1&,' tEL nliont lwayn roiar st lemi nnI tn re mont fre-

qurlntly ('vher'e hil .h 1v, r I i conolerud) e' ,iloyMd
S: P -r'mr pMv1r v( Ill'it the on- Willi fe.1rch, h l~it, ovt'%i4h,1re idarr.

fn " t, .(t, . , t( :,,T ',lt tthbe Iwor 111114 , . .I .dlly coI .'l t he ft'.t .- tyix, r flhto trs.
",r*1 w. llotri-ali Tho rclort,,r lo t o 0 . 11-0 *In%-

.:,:' , -(,t' ,' i ,V ii, l, *... tl1 itsemf, I( thf, tllhillho rt h~lll l t t hr, (0ed 011tum" !;I (ot Ct'1A~ tihe
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Toae 2-1. Electromagnetlc Environment Levels RA- GAIN
RADIATION POLARI7ATION OVER

Field Moan Po\\or PATTERN ISOTROPIC
Frequency Intensity* Densit (Milli- - .... 1.64(Wit=) (volts (nms)/ watts/Suare Hijif.Weve Linear - ,t,

Dipole) Centimetar) )o Pline Through Antenna (Coplanar with
Comuletin etr) Cotietr)Antenna) 

(2.15dB)

Comrnw~icaton . . .. I{

0.25- 0.535 300 A-7-i
2- 32 100 u X Plane

0- 15Normal to Antenna
225 -400 0.01

Radars

200 - 1215 10
1215- 1365 52700 - '!600 7/8 -- nt n na

5400 - 5900 105
7900 - 8400 175
8500 - 10440 150 Figure 2-7,. C " rufcrirTh of a HL

33200 - 40000 -. ...... 4 radiation at sonIC polit In -paeO. FiU'nre 2-8 shows

*These'in',esIties apply to the Smaller of L, a feed nail reilcetor ,y.,tern typIcal of those used in

follovine [ield components: radars, teher with the asJo.iated rdiaioa

pattern.

1. The vertical component of the electric

field (E). The fields produced by shipboard antennas
are Important to the HERO problem bacause a

2. The directional maximum component of knowledge of the field strength is necessary for

, the horizontal mametic field in ampere determni.ng the amount and type of protection needed
turns/meie. (I-I), multiplied by 377 ohms. fur the ordnndc. (Sen Figures 2-1. fl!,ow h 2-4.)

Unfortunately, only in the region where the anterma's

field appears as a plane wave, decrea.sing as m in-

verse function of the distance from the intenna

WO?.V r-(E = f(l/r)), can any positive measurements be
made or field Intensity relationship be established.

o-- - This region is known as the far field or Fraunhofer

"00 rV region. Knowledge of the intensity at one point in

10 k -this space can lead to an accurate extrapolation of
o. "the ltenriy at another point. It is in this region

-- __of an antenna's field that there is also a definite
-reltionship betveen the electric and magnetic

e fields. They are related by the equation E = 120iH.

10 ' E ven th gh some areas of a ship are In the

I: _7_III far field of an antenna, additional complications are
194 19so 1960 19700 1990 introduced by reflections and discontinuities in the

Years propagating medium. Figure 2-9 depicts typical

field strength contours on the deck of an aircraft
carrier. The Irregularity of the shape of the con-

Figure 2-5. Trend in Available Power tours suggests the difficulty of predicting an electro-
magnetic environment. The contours shown are a
measure of the electric field which was generated by
a single transmitter, feeding one monopole antenna

Pulo Rpetition Time located at the edge of the carrier deck. The change
in'the pattern which would occur with the addition of

- another transmitting system is virtually unpredict-
PUI',, idI,- - able.
Peak Powr. -. I

The place where the far field of a.n antenna
begins Is not exactly defined. It is an arbitrarily
chosen reglion where the previously described
effects begin to be evident. For small radiators,

/err$.x ' it is usually considered to begin at a distance of

Tiffn - approximnately one wavelength from the antenna.
For large radiators, 2D2/X (where D is the
larest dimension of the antenna) is commonly

7, ..... 6. rl~fl- 1,, hion Rehl ,ionshipr accept(,:'..
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Gain
Radiation Pattern Polarization Over

Paraboloidal Approx. Circularly Determined 20 db to
Symmetrical by feed 50 db

Reflector

Feed

Half Power Beam
Width

-70 2: degrees
D

rirjrvro 2-S. ':.,arc ckrisncz ol 6i "cector Arlnoh

Antenna

. '. .~7j09 0. 8 0.7 0.6

.4 0.05

Vfertic,-1 cornpownt of the r- Field thrce feet obove the
.c!(c cxpre ,.cd in Volts por metcr for onie watt rjdiaited

poweir at a given cumnmun ia Lion ficquency.

'Thr -c filId of any aidkr-iia In, the refglon or little effect due to Preonc1 Inter feronco : conse-
.~p tfe r!I,':(th antenna ai,, the beginnic of tile queifly, the near field of oalradiators is con-
far fl old. ft. I ; conposc(I of the coinhination of r~jidercd to bo iiidc up enttively of thlt, Ir.du,,cttoni
frf('Cct!; f'-uo Lire/( Jion!;: fe Inductive region aind fild.
tY'f, e~r r',;1 n. Thu Ir.'ltilvc region Is; eon-

!reraIt' o~i Iifia!t up 'o C)11C ,,rivlength from IFor shiplo-earti rndar antennazn the F1rc''mel
Il antmrntau. 'The i'ref;lnei T-t-1inn1 (or hiter frnolferenc ernc I~n ,signliflcaat. and cannot be ilnord.

ra'.irm ) ~ ~~'.i't 1ed tob'' i ow, woiveleollh1 froi 81110C t1W inlnnctionn fieldi IS on1lY Slgiiif il.n to llis-
heiint ~Iit.,n; notiv.i hie f! r eo xtucid to thcitie~cmaale :1C.8 O X.71to t :aelengIthl (1, thi,1S usualfly

1 vJnn rin o~f lito f;(r field. T'ihe rcar fildIc of -II)- amroilntt; to no moe 111h o. few CConLinlW(ter for
1,.ri(:cir'!t:'[on an 1n :;i; such that tlnwre I's r~iir ainiis. In!;ofatr as TIEN() is concornrod,
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the only applicable consideration for radar fields isA/
the Fresnel region, abice It is xnlikoly that ord-/
nance will be employed at the aperture of shipboard A C o
radar antennAs.
2.5 ELECTROMAON NTIC ENERGY TRANSFERZ

The power received by an antenna in a uniform C VVV- F
field is a function of its effective area and the power I oum
density at the antenna location. That i0,

WR = A er A, Figuro 2-10. An IED IAcdchud to a no Anlnnnu

e 2. The characteristc impedance and length
where of the transmission line (formed by BE

WR is the puwer (watts) delivered to the load and CF) are such that the one ohm load
Withae ueri Mwatntenna de erminals, ot oand is matchd to the %,ntenna. The lonuct; of1wpednne a.i,,s the antenna terrnal s, and tl rumsin]ieaenge~d

Aer is the effective area of the antenna the transmision line are neglected.

(meters2 ). 3. The antenna g:.in G. rcl::tive to an Iso-

The effective area of a receiving antonna is given .ri tropf awtenim is taken ac 1. 0 (see
I ~Figure 2-7)

Aer = GRX 2 4. The field ctrngtL is atjvnieI to le ?()l

4 w volts pur i cter at 30 nc~aclh8tz.

where Use equation

GR = gin of reccving antenna, and W, =G R X 2PA)

).= arc %-qgth In nictern r:300/frcLc~viy _4 Tr

in megahertz. whcrc

This expressicn Is for the maximum effective arca r 32 /Oi = 26. G ot and
of nn antenna and it occurs only when the antcma is A
matched to its load. Therefore,

11?= 345. 8 watts.

WVR = G 'r A  if the power density at the
2 receiving antenna is The current in the bridyewire of the ED is

known, calculated from

or W 12R

WR = GR GT WY X2 if the power trans- where
mitted, distance to

(4 7r r)2  transmitting antenna, W a power (watts),
and gain of trans-
mitting antenna are R = resistance (ohms), and
known.

I a current (amperes).
These equations are valid only when the lead

is matched to the impedance of the antenna since Thus, for R = 1 ohm (a typical value for EEDs), we
the expression for Aer is for maximum effective have: %
area and occurs only when the load and antenna are 12 - W/R = 34 ,. 8,
matched.

7ho following sample calculation Illustrates = 18. 0 amperes,
the principle for determining the induced current In G -1. 04, and
an EED bridgewire which terminates a half-wave R
resonant dipole antenna. We must assume the
following conditions: X 1 10 mters.

1. The lead wire length (AT and DC are Therefore,
arraned s that n half-wave dipole in ,l0 22,
formed (sec Figure 2-10). This antenna WR a 1.64X 5
is terminated in a one ohm BED. 1watt".

=1
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Te thenduced curent in an HZD brtdWwtre a Panel (d) Illustrates energy transfer occurs-
prev uly calculated reprsents, a worst came situ- Ing as a result of an arc. When connection is either
tim Wh M &l protection normally found In the ord- made or broken betweea any two ordnance elements
,smot, such Aa ildod cables and shielded enclo- having dIfferent electrical potentiall .(e. g., con-
umu , have been omitted. Also, all losses due to nectors between ordnance and launcher or between

trADMIi*oi lins ad impedance mismatches have ordnance and test oquiml)ont), arcs occur which can
been Iaore. It Is a theoretical method for obtain- produce large amounts of energy at all frequencies
Ing maxmuim values. The current in the bridgowlro Including dc and low frequency ranges. If arcs
bas never been found to exceed the value calculated occur In the firing circuits, this energy can be do-
by this method. llveod to an EED oven If the EED is protected by

an EMI filter (see Chapter VI).
The structural enclosure of an ordnance Item

provides some electromagnetic shielding for the U
enclosed EEI. In actual conditions found In ord- Under any of th e conditions laustrated Ins auce, the problem of analyzing the details of the Figure 2-11, the energy transfer can be Increased
sacmplte prolesm of thalyzig trhnser of e frby the presence of personnel In close proximity totomplete mechanlsm of the transfer of energy from the ordnance. The human body displays receivingantenna characteristics and can thus increase thelend Itself to a straightforward theoretical solution, fficiency of the transfer path of clectromagnetlc
lowever, it is unlikely that the worst case example eny o the ase poti of trooanc

could occur In the complete ordnance. energy to tie susceptible portions of the ordnance.

The xterior of the ordnnce may be ener- Attempts to analyze the amount of energy
CIzed elt'er by incident fields from external sources coupling by a theoretical study of apertures, lead-
or by direct coupling from Its own Internal sources, to-lead lIntercoupllng, lengths of wires, Impedance
Whatever the rource, the surface distribution of cur- match or mismatch, and effectivcnei3 of shielding
rent and charoe may exhibit stationary patterns do- have all fallcd, duo to the complexity of the problem.
pending on the method of excitation, the wavelength
of the excltatlon current, Ind the geometry of tho 2.6 .
ordiance. Those patternn .re tucually very
complicated.

The pacmintors used to describe the
In electrical ard! mc.:hanical form, the r,- electromn ntAic cnvtrontrent are generally:

cetv',; atenna!; of I%-: ordnance that contr,. 7, &o
the ;:1- 'O r,cem art, not :,:ces-.taIy recoeio-ablo E elcctric field (voli/rneter),awn -1;:" .s 7. - , t:wy i. - ., airfraft, lniinchters,
urn ,..t!.3, cc:r-. :'-ors and h ztches, or d:io- 11 m:,.ncLlc fleld (ai'pere tu-,na/zcter), a;:,i
c -t wLn -, -i n , 2 func-
tion i . i'.*:av antcrian, currci.L loop',, or cavity PA - power donulty (watts/meter2).
and slot a-:,.rture antennas.

t?- Y'1 cables, The polartzntion ot a r.,diatLng source is de-
" 'I;ed in terms of the orlentot c ; of the electric.'t:;,.• :, ~~ . -t. :.,k .In th . rhI'.,. can 1icId with renpect to a rcfrelul., pllane (Itrally the

.,';V'.,.. o ., i ".'ia. 2-1!,tY'.1,:l /.) iilu:1- :irface of tho earth). Acco.dintc1Y, the j.e.-irizatlon
, , ',), . not re it:rict.d to 1 i'.'r v- n:r'!.nLtcn in , te horl-

.. h : ... t . I,, con- zontil aild voktkleal plane:n uC p Otpatcn btW ca-n
" ". , ,-ais l h rl'., dand verti cal .':ents," : ~l .- 'd";'ig.

:: ::i-: ,.,' '..::I) . .d I ,;. ,::,t;-I,! :: t pt ic poh:tr .atton.

o , .' f ... .. l' v i Tr ' io Tht '. ..... ,

r~. " . cv 1.ti1.i Of [(!I lowatlen , ! he '" ,.:.Atton

*i. * . . . ,: y-p-:,,. . f : I v ,, n0 fho' n (I h '~ , ed...'r (k l it

a? IV 2(.Y *hen Ui. In t': i t, t1 ne n, wiC jtL'.. , .fo r p.re; d d u It ) ? Ir'S

, '*, I , '- .", : ' .' ,,. -; ,3 nI ' I ,:;l .\ 0 w.'y ' m"i a .I y

... . , . O :

A V .1, *t* : I. , *i itil,,' I, h ,LCVA , .I tq !,, i'.,, ,

-... :. ; Best at a leL,_ t
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Disivibuied

BildewireCylindrical Cavity

(a) Vertical or Loop Antenrn

Unsah'~ Med rnb;uicol czbles form verticrt
or lop antenna& coupling energy dlirectly:
or by Indct ion to brIdoo wire.

1b) Aperture Antenna
Seat ~Opoii access door forins rpcrtur itntein~n

couplcd to cylindri c ' "*i~

wiring forgms lOOI or P'01)2' 0 cauPIO
Coup it, ncigy to bridge vIrcs.

Cloted Accoss DoorAr
With Diclectric Set'

Ic) Slot Antenna

Dielectric filled gaip, form slot antennas
coupling energy into vwvapon.

ld) Conducti-in of 116 Af c

fl'o IF -irt striking an uprolecied EEO load
con causa, low treiriirmy arnd C cuirrent% to

foin thi; UIO circuit own thtugh ihe IhItc4

rig5ure 7-1, VWnots in V/h~a OfrinonCer Covpnonfli Con I~riolom As RoctoIving Arife'nnns
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Sdensity of 1a source of radiation i th complex ming the contribution of all field components at the
Polntlng vector point of measurement. Since this ideal is not easily

realized, the measuring techniques must compensate
PA - 1/2 Re (I x for the limitations in measurement devices.

whore Is the complex conjugate of touAt communications frequencies, it is commonwhor ] isthecomlex on~sut of]].to use field measuring equipment that indicates

In the far field of a radiation source, R and !- either the electric field intensity E (volts/meter) or

are transverse to the direction of propagation and the magnetic field strength H (ampere turns/meter).
are complicated only by the nature of their polari.- At radar frequencies, it is common to use equipment

ation, which may consist of both vertical and horl- that measures power density. Although the above is

ztontal components. In the near field, R and R are not an absolute rule, the types of detectors and their

further complicated by having components that are frequency characteristics have made it convenient.

not transverse to the direction of propagation and by Some measuring devices employ electric or
the edstence of the reactive fields of the radiation m nceldedetectorevand eloy corsource. magnetic field detectors and electronically convert

the indication to power density or to the unmeasured
Field measuring devices can be divided into electric or magnetic component of the field. It

three bFslc categories: ( ) those sensitive to the must be remembered that the conversion of E
electric component, (2) those sensitive to the mag- or 1 directly to PA is valid only when the re-

netic component, and (3) those sensitive to the latlonship behveen E and H is known. The re-
power density. An ideal measuring device would be latlonship of-E/H in the near field is not laown and

sensitive to the power density and capable of sum- is unmeasurable.
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Chapt'er gjL

SELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES

3.0 GENERAL An EED Is defined as "an elccLIc inillator or
other component in which elccfi~cal energy Is used

Electroexplosive devices (EEDs) are used to Initiate an explosive, propellant, or pyrotechnic
extensively In naval ordnance for a wide variety of .material contained therein'. The energy source
applications (see Table 3-1). They can take a lar;.' used to initiate this device is normally an ac or de
number of different configuration. but their eszentin', firing circuit. However, by the nature of the de-
natu~re remains the same. A schematic diagram of vice, any electrical energy, including electro-
a hot bridgewire (MW) EED, the type most corn- magnetic energy conducted to the device from the
monly used, is shown in Figure 3-1. An EED of environment that the weapon may be in, can Initiate
this type is normally initiated by heating the bridge- it. This Is the basic 11ERO problem. Since the
wire with an electric current thus initiating the fIERO problem stems from the use of EEDs; they
primary charge surrounding it. The primary char'ge should not be used In ordnance unless non-electric
sets off the booster charge, which in turn sets off deviceni or other elcctric devices, which are
the main charge. Although some types of EEDs Uiat equally: rel able and effective, are not available.
utilize bridgewirs arc initiated by nhock waves
produced by the vaporization of the bridgewire, heat This chapter describes the manner in which
is the most commonly used method of initiation. EEDs function and discusses the susceptibility of

Table 3-1. Typical Applicafions of EEO

Rockct Ordnancc

Ignition systems for solid and liquid propellant rochcets
Explosive actuation of battery systems
Explosive mechanical detents
Detonators for warheads

Guided Missiles

Ignition systems for solid and liquid propellants
Explosive actuation of relays, switches, and valves
Self-destruct systems
Power for electric generators
Power for gyroscopic guidnce systems
Power for control surfaces
Separation of nose cones
Inflation of flotation bags for recovery systems
Detonations for warheads

Aircraft

Jettison of wing tanks, pods, and cargo
Ejection of bombs, seats, rockets, and canopies
Launching of rockets and missiles
Launching of aircraft
Actuation of emergency hydraulic systems
Starter units for jet engines
Fu7Ae for bomhn, rockets, and missiles
Primers for gun ammunition

.%zIpboard

Primers for large gun amnmunition
iuzes and chtrleos for mines, depth charges, and torpedoes

17
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conneambetween pulses Is shorter than the thermal time
constant of the bridgewiro, success ive pulses can

Main har"progressively elevate tile bridgowire temperature
until the Initiation temperature is reached. Figrer
3-2, In which the heat Increase [is shown graphically,
demonstrates that the temperature will rise from
the ainblontL level until It reaches anfnal cquiilbrium
point, after which no further Increases will occur.
This final temperature, which Is a function of
pulse amplitude, pulse duration, repetition rate
(duty rntio), and the thermal time constant, may be

C sufficiently high to cause dudding or oven to Initiate
the ElED. In considering the hav~ard In pulsed en-
vironments, the effects of thermal stacking must be
considered. The maximum safe power densities

Clowreindicated by Figures 2-2 and 2-4 take into account
can Discthe effect of thermal stacking.

LabBooster Chorgo 3.2 MODES OF RF EXCITATION
IBridgowire There are two modes of rf excitation tit an

Figue 31. choot~ Di~jran o No GrdgeireEED EEO, the differential mode and the coaxial mode.
Figue 31. cheati Df~ras ofHotCrige~ireEED In the differential mnodo, thle tvo -Wiro tiring leads

such cloviceos to clectroniagnctIc energy. The ad- are balanced and thle electromagnetic energy
vantages andI di'jadvan~agcs of representative types prota~aes to the EEl) between the two vires In tile
of available EED43 are Indicated. The purroso is samec manner as the iiormial ac nr c firing current.
(1) to give the designer ixickgrountd Informallon This will cause joule (resIstanre) heating of tie
essentild to an undlerstandling of the RIEMO problem bridrewire, thereby causing lnndverte.-,1 initiation

or clidding of thle EED. Figure 3-3 Illustrates theas It rotates to EEI~s, nnd (2) to asqist him lin differential miode of excitation. In thits mode itselecting an E1ED that Is stilted both to the require- mgt pert..i ag imtho meac
ment---of is enpn acl he cqurerent ofFIE1O. occur3 between thle ELD and thle transmiission line,

07 w:: ~hichIs i~ sually thle case, most of thie clectro-
3.1 ~ . .I"S 9agutic energy would be reflectcd at the EED.

(1)~ v ~ ;rinonlon Althuugli most. of the energy Is rt;[Lecied, enought
can be transmitted to produce a haz.ardous condi-

One of the adverse effcets of olectro- tIon.
nia,"etic energy on a wenpon Is the inaidvertent In a coaxial ftrint!T systemn, the energy prnma
initiatioil, of the EEO. This can ciiise the weapon to 6gates betwcen two concentric conductors. Thle
opcrati, p;.eniatturely In U.,; dostgn niN!e, thus ceiiter conductor is a wire or metalt rod and is
creatin!'n a -,fety prolpein,. it thle leEjD fir-es eit,,ev eorntainod ingide a cylindrical, conductor, such as
raft of I.~neii a oibod oldc of EED flilng a sieil, that Is cnrentric with it. ro-L. thh., type
or I *T!rt! th cra~ ar:'cd m!~*."3C be of firij, systemi the coax,- ia~le of rf excitation

*.***.~ C~~hO:~l.is obviollo; aind the energry tranisittcd will cau1tse
jnmile heaiti in the brid~rewv just as the ac or e

j tirt curnt doe. (i r 3-4).

ti. L "."I fby ~'nnntcThe coaxial ninde ,:In also be established on
1; .grit cc nu1 t ato-wI.,t- hanlanced hIdelded sys ml. tIi this caSe

I Ui p. ';n -th rlImt ry explosive, the two icdwires3 1:erve as the Center conductor
1)17~ i~; ii;r si v~ y. f cntiued and 111U, :iIo hI serves or, thle out'r 01n0 (rl gxwe 31-r,).

o~e F l.:~ t o*i cat c:i i 'nk the '"swi- Tti a two -wi c balanced system , cne~rgy transferred
''ur'~':., th 1. te :D enruo beto the 1El) iII the coaxial inode will causo I high

r~ ~ ~~n kbr -:ewI ree oi. renmderinl, potenial ito bdevelopied from thle br Idgr wire,
~w f~ ;~ ~ ;'~ hv vad, ,;tW ldrdinog of throusj Uh im vxplon Ie ml x, to the E ZT) case. This

,vn f, rltk .x)l from, c i1dlIty caml ca :1 c InC to cur i th IIoiv mixjl. or canjj
.'d. ~~ hdrl. *~.J i~nt~nn.CauseC dielectric trecattig of thie uilx. FinCoaxial

1111)(iv (.II iwn le Cftiblihul oin a iwo-wire sy-steni
rr- I ': ni Itnrrnoglm u ;Iii~ Imldm ( un)'n o iuector or' a Ini lI( n

*~~~~ V'w : 111l' 1. f 'nn' ; 111 111 i- To :ioh'In:4iit an 1,1l) foinn ust' In nr woaponI, tile
! !-i- V 1 u It ! I !111n flvin lo I 01IIII ud inf tlv.i 1m 11'. i nnii .dn 1~
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lonturon of the various typcst of MMOD ItH they
Rffect tile wvcapons succeptibi lity in the cicciro-
wagnetic eiivironment. Blrief doncriptonri of the
typos of EEI)n presently n-aallabie to the designer
with, a cliscusolon of meothods of deter in In gL* EED
Renaitivity are provided In paragraphs 3. 4 and

Tharin'l .5
--- Threshold ~ A~~~. vL:o r

1(1) Ht~ rlrdoflavl Devirar,

The type o! EJT) niost widely used at theI present timis th ie hot I':idr~ewirc (13;V evice.
Four coinilon TM1W circuitz are shown In Figure 3-6.
Typers A and 13 arc ucticrally preferred for HER~O
uce, wietho Ilse of C anI 1) Is generalfly dis-

- - -- -- -- icouraged.

Tho nn, nP'e/one watt requircirrwait of
MvIL-I-2305 B(AS) for thec IIDW device inay serve
to reduce the hanard froin electroinagnetic energy
in proportion to (he Increase in the power required
to fire the UMO. I-TowvCI nctherence to tis re-
quirenment alone will not solve the HERO problemn.

It Is apparent fromn the madrnum safe field curves
(Figures 2-3 and 2-4) and thle miax1ium environ-

increaing Tie -0-mental levels (Table 2-1) thiat the potential hari.xrd
* In~rcsin Tie ~could not be clinhaLed for somne weapons systemis

FIDuro TeniperolL'rc IIncrowa.- Duo fu Thui',ao! even If omc ainpere/onc wat" L 'Tj':-url se in
S~ncki~; these Systems.

Firing C,,Nc E U.D

Electromnagn,!tc _
Genervior Powcr Sourcc

Bridowire Shield Bond At EED Case

Figure 3-3. Diefronficil Mode of RF rxcilation in a Two Wire Firing Syslern

Seleclion criteria for a one amipere/ore watt sensitive to electromagnetic energy throurh this
EED should consider dcsilg techniques used by th~e inode than to the Intended (pnin-to-pin) firing mnode.
manufacturer to conforin to the no-fire stimuli re-
quirenient!; of N.TL-1-23IG5!) l(AS). Occaislonally (2) Exploding tridgewire (EDW) Devices
the heat (II 'simlion requl rements of such ain EED
.tre achieved by Introducing metallic mnateriai into The physicnl appearance of an exiloding
the' explno:Ive mnix or lxis;eplut: of the device. The bridgewi re (EMW) Is riniir to that of Mhe miore
prenie of thiesr mai:I nsmy provide a corninmn convent loi 1 1113W type. TPhe imajor differenice -is

m tl irrent intli for elrIroniarnetic energy from fihe ahsvnce of the sonsitti'e lirinury explosive Onl
at fI rIng( l-dl tlirot-j 11w expllosive mix or Nhaseplug th10 brtdg1Cwire. 111e opUrationl Of thle 1V XtIii7es
to t11)(!e of 1:1J). lieicve may he mnore Uiernm i and niechant cal pheonomenn thiat remult fromn
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Firing Coble E

F irn Switch

Br~dgwiresShield Bond At EE Case

Flguto 3-4. Coaxial Modo of RF Excitation in a Coaxial Firing System

Firing Cnble EEO

Firing Switch

rower Source

Bridgrwire t~id Dord At EEOD Case

r,*v' X5. cmi;,i PA1de of IF txcifation in Tw.o Wire Nr~nq Syslam

~ &'Lii L~ PFIllsr ~IX Thiofm Ii* n cairr~e by 1.he c.xpl o.,-' vemN1- rather than
~i of V;'. ro:m. xplrstvo t,,-city reCILICes by a brid!gire. Thie cuvri~nt. path Is ai powdered

t: ~ ~ o U,- X. hyr i' 'V. N' ocd- r.) InItiateo an coMdUCtive0 U.;W1U, u Uai raphtc, nlxccl with
.:;iL In i:,c .' ok 'voia: ills of li-Nary explo-Mvc. I'e Icl curnt Is paissed

: I.. liqp* 1 1c:. nir.I bo~tween Owe load'. th 'c1iigh the oditvc-xpo3e
v~a ~ .'iy£~ I.~~ :.pp,.i :cldenlally In rnt 'li lwo cr c'is~ot ,;,.t, IIcatlilg
' i '1 ~ .iUc i..I ~' mr'i telr'Thrc , the !hat br'iinos (lie explo-,Ave minx to IUs IuLUtllox

v~ ~I ~ i~ ~:' . Lon 1; rc:~odr'~edtonipcraturc.

" ''n o.~r~ ~ .~., 1.1 , Vh 1110~g v;! Itir-cl for (Irirg a Con-
Er~Y,.dictlvo~ mix PJD v'arlp.s from 10 to 50 volts. Firing

tI nir:; (Uihrc to ten nl 'ind)ave much ,,horter
*~ ~ ~ ~~t U10i~ -, cyi1mo(In i fl ov ikeh; bocallI 110 thor mai tIMile

:0 f~ l' '. 4' ly V'( cm plii' ff.l~y of conflant. i w ivci :;nm1I! et ! 'I' lwnrgy I.Cqu re-
* .j.s~mi.nun! t~ 't11l (;u Iw-. " tellri"
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graphite particles form a resistance element that
varies from a few hundred ohms to as igh as ton
thousand ohms; thus, the voltage scnsitivitr of the

S -carbon bridge EED varies considerably among
j supposedly identical units. The cairbon bridge BED

has been found to be very sensitive to induced
electromagnetic energy. MIL-I-23059 B(AS)
states that carbon shall not be used as bridge
materitl. From the I.IERO standpoint, it is recom-

A} mended that the designer avoid electroexplosive
devices having carbon bridges.
34, V ' " VC ,. '. .. . .!1 R,- ,-. ........

In addition to selecting in ERE) of a suitable
type, the designer must hnow its iising s-iti-ity.

7 . MThe various types of EEDs nov., available are
usually classified by their current sensitivity.

77 " Maximium No-Fire has been establislied as "the
greatest firing stimulus which does not ca.use in-
itiation, within live minu(es, of more then 1.0 per-
cent of all electric in!.iators of a given design, at

a 95 percent confdclce loveL"

$-AV-* 3.6. four typos of Hot fridgowavo ':tW') ,l4; The statistictl tcst commonly tused to de-
termine current sensitivity is the Bruceton Test.

.% rmla.r of design problems are associated This test yields an excellent estimate of the mean,
.r rn4hctive milx EED. These problems are but a poor estimate of the standard deviation.
: t.dIn the quality control and production of When an EED supplier or manufacturer gives no-i." t 1, ratlit.r than In theoretical concpts of de- fire characteristics, the wvealpon designer should

re.shdLce of tho mix varies wvdoly dWh letermbi vha othod was u sd to b1.an thcsc
.,nrity of the mIxture of explosive and characteristics bcfore they are accepted.

-'-tj i rilcles. The resistance is usually In
-1-r .f hundrreds of ohms and seems to be In gcneral, the designer is given a require-

S" hrlv well matched to the Induced rf curreiits. ment for an EED which will perform a certain
" ',rr. ennductvo m|ix EEDs are not recom- function within a specified time after the applicalion

...... -r $.r use by the Navy at this time. of the firing stimulus. Also, a certain reliability
SCarbon C~ridc EMDs requirement is attached to the performace of this

function. The obvious -approach to fulfilling these
In the carln bridge EED, the metal requirements is to use the largest power source

r ,li t .. by .i conductin, brldgo of allowed by th., system in conjunction with a
. Cotllndil graphite serves as a bridgo sensitive EED. However, in designing with IHERO

,*-'.*-t twO closely spuced electrodes. Te inr mind, (lie least sensitivie EED should be used.

Best Available Cc-
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4.0 CiNIRAL systems. The exact nature of the mnechanism used
to initiate the EED in ,my type of ordnance is usually

Many of the wveapons that arc uoed by the Navy dictated by the missioua or specific ordnance applica-
have subsystems and firing systems that are ex- .tion.
terior to the weapon. These exterior systems, to -
gethcr with their connecting circuitry, can augme-,it Elcctroniamn.otic sources withi freque-acies
the HERlO problem. Thc design of ordnance thnt above 10 ILT~z should rnot be used to provide thc initi-
meets the HE 11O requirements, requires that the ating cniexigy lor Ei;EDs. If a. codod firing system is
effect of the electromagnetic environment on the used, the receiving equipment as wvell as the firing
systemn as a whole be considered for all situations -systemn must be protected from the electromagnetic
that the weapon is e .pectzad to encounter in its stock- environent. The recciving equipinti- n-iust not
pile-to-launch sequonce. There are mnany situations permnit false indications during exposure to the cm-
during this sequence in which electromagnetic ener- vironm Yit since this might result in pl.cmnaturo E)2
gy can enter the v.eacpon. This energy must he cx- initiation and possibly ordnance acixiatluas.
cluded at all times if the w,,eapon is to be HERO safe.
In addition, the weapon imust be designied so that the . ** ;y;
handling, loading, and testing tochniques that must
be used do not create additional HLIZO problems, Poor wiring practices are prime factors con-

tributing to the coupling of electroniagnetic energy
The desiga of the firing nystem is of particiilar into a firing sytem. Amiong the arcti r in whi ch this

importance in reducing the susceptibility of the ord- commnonly occurs arc circuit Conlfigu)1atioln and cable
nance to the elect-iomifrpetic environmnent. flecausotlie routing. Figure 4-2 illustrates po or wiring tech-
firing system pruvides tho path for transferring Che niqucs from the llE'RO stanapoit. T.11 launch tube
firing oermy to the BED, it can also provide the path is insulated from the launcher pod and !serves as one-
for transfe ,rjng electromagnetic energy to the EMD of the firing contacts. One lead of tihe ED is con-
Only in a few types or ordnii-ce will the firing circuit nected to the weapon skin and hence to the launch
be completely contained within the structure so that tube by a contact spring when the weapon is loaded.
the rcqluircd level or shielding effectivenerss is pro- The other side of the EED is brought out of the
vided by the meotallic skcin. W~hen the level of shield- wecapon to a. firing button, which is electrically con-
ing effectiveness p~rovided by the system is not suf- nected to the launcher pod. This configi..ration is
ficient to preclude 113llO, the designer wvill need to particularly susceptible dluring any handling and
utilize the firing sy.tem deosign practices discuss:e1 loading operation. If personnel to0uch the weapon
in this chapter. skin rifter the firing leads are connected, electro-

magnetic energy can be coupled from the aircrali
i;*;[:;li~ YZ~~h ~through the LED to the deck. This firing circuit de-

sign is basically hazardo~is. If the weapon were to
A firing systemn, for the purpose of this dis- be madec HERO safe, the firing circuit would have to

cussion, consists of a power source, transmission be redesigned. Firing circuits should always be a
lines, and all control and switching circuits re- two-wire balanced sy stem*isolated from ground so
quired to control and transfer power to the bridge- that no direct path for electromagnetic energy to the
wire of an EED. Figure 4-1 illustrates the basic EED exists during handling or loading of the weapon.
elements of a typical firing system. All firing sys- t

tems can be divided into two basic categories: (1) Improper routing of firing circuit wiring or
low voltage systems used to initiate HB1W EEDs, cables can cause the weapon to be HERO susceptible.
and (2) high voltage systems used to initiate EUW All firing circuit wiring should be isolated from
EED.S. There are many variations of these two other wiring and cables in the system to prevent
types. Firing techniques can vary from a simple coupling energy from one circuit to the other.
switch closure to sophisticated coded-pulse

Power Switching Transmnission Sf n ESource jCircuit Line n [ Dvice.

Figure 4-1. Bcostc Flernonfs of riring Systems
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Umbilical CableO
Launch TubeInsulated From [ L 1  z

AIRCRAFT Launcher Pod/----...... a. - -. -- -- -:a

contactSystemContact Electronics
Spring

SINGLE SHIELD FOR WIRING

LAUNCHER POD

Figure, 4-2. Improper Firing System Wiring

Coupling between circuits exists when the cur- EEO
rent flowing in one circuit produces a current In the _
other. The rnutual elements which can couple energy
are resistance, inductance, capacitance, or ,ny so-
ries or parallel combination of these eloment.. An-
exanple of coupling possibilities is suggested in
Figure 4-3. Coupling can be pr,.vented by shielding
each circuit, or to a lesser degree, by the physical i [
separation o! til wiring (see Figure 4-4). To pre- Systeo
vent energy from the electromagnetic environment Ccctoncs
from coupling into the wiring within a shlelded enclo- INDIVIUAI. L F011 EACH CIRCUIT
sure, circuit condc:ctors shall not pass through holes
In the shield unless shlelded us described in Chapter
V. Also, concuctro shall tiot pa:is within one inch of
holes in the shield anc thaise holes shall be no t. " ic zo C.f;,,n .eatn. ,icJ;," .T;crd$
than 1/4 inch in diancter. Thi i is lultrated in d

Figure 4-5.

Firing Auxiliary Power Cablo Loss Than
Circuit for Weapon Elcctronics Ono Inch From Holo

n ... .. ... . .. ,.

. ,hCRAFT / E,

/ . . ' " I U::'i!;¢:' Cznr ctcr C ,~R sn

I Ca7l Passin'

' I ... .. . ... .. -

. .... .- /".... i..... ... .

or Lnr

Ell) Cnable More Thvri Ono
it DInh FIrom Hole

5 No.... l o . . . I ri. .ly S11 it c.o
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ED MAC circuit wiring ahuld be as short pa If oetions or the weppon are non-motallic, aU
possible mad the leads equal in length to minInlM cables and wiring in tMe firing system that Pas

nlaeed voltages, as shovm In FIuro 4-0. The fir- through this nection must be properly shielded and

Wg circuit leade should be twisted uniformly to ro- filtered to procludo the IllE1O problem. Non-
&we@s the effeetiv area of the pitk'np loop orented by metallic housings, such as fiberglazv and plastic,

thMO nd to ancel the voltge that may be Indueod, do not afford any protection to the firing uynterri.

UNACCEPTASLE ... SAIs. AW' tR, M

Figure 4-0 ic an example of a typical HI3W

firing system that includcs, an ccetrIcnl safe atnd
arm device. In tUis examro, the firing leads
between the pov.:ctr source and Ohe EED are opcnwd
and the EED leads .-re shorted ,1) grrcunl by the
sa.e and arm wiltch. 'The1 open colitA.ta ; a
properly filtcred firing system will provide protec-
tion from arc that mighrt canse initlition daring the

loading and hidli opuration;. The armin.-. prcc-
boo5 caones the rwitcii sections to nicvc, emovin_
the short to grom, rroln the LED lends and connect-
in( the EED lead3 to the tiring circuiL The Urd-

ACCIP-,1 nm ce irs thereby arood mi wy for

........ ....... ....... .. - ..... . I l I and arm d'vc'/ zuch ;.s
> e'%,.. guro '  shw nF~' -9 13 elten u-ed to miialign nhe

explosive train when in the srae condition. It does

not solve the HERO problem because lhe EED is
... nzot affected cither mechanically or electrieally

by the functioning of the dcvice. Thus the LED can
"iehd o still be inadvertently initiated ,r e.4 'd.,,d E-Y or.tro-

Twisted Shbdcd P~r magmetic energy. 'riTis type of. dcvice is urcd pri-
marily for safety reasons and Is. often comblned with

li ',r -(. i, toee, Lr:i.;js arnd rv.': the electrical sruf ,nd arm dChicc.

ShioeL:d Pi;r In some croci', an EEl) may be used to pro-

Cap3 or chortin- plug nre rcquir.ed d,rn- vido the mechanical energy to oeraie tle safe -nd

ctoragc on many weapons for protection from static arm device. E]&Dz used for this ie..rpaose must be

charges. From the NERO standpoint, cap arecu protected from tie environmnwt because their nad-

Jerred to shorting plugs becaumse -t cap has no actuol vertent ilntiation can cause the weapon to be armed

connection to the firlng circuit. The cap should be at an undesirable time.

conductive so that It completes the shield when it fa
instnlled. In some cases a shortirg plug can actu- 41/ |IitO .z...'G C1YZ.TE...i"
ally increase the susceptibility of the weapon to
electromagnetic energy by ercating a loop antenna Examples of firing system designs that cause
with the EED circuit. Also during its removal and ordnance to be HERO susceptible are given in this

replacement, it can provide a path for rf currents section. These examples are based on actual
to flow to the EED circuit. Shorting plugs can be weapon design, and the expedients discussed are
designed so that they reduce the HERO problem considered interim measures (retrofits) allowing
(Figure 4-7). They must be constructed of conduct- ordnance to remain operationil in present electro-
lye material and designed so that (luring Installation, magnetic environments. They are not considered
the shield makes and maintains peripheral shielding as having completely solved the HERO problem or
contact prior to the shorting of the firing circuit, as having rendered unsatisfactory ordnance desigs
Also, a good Insulating coating on all exposed completely satisfactory.
surfaces of the plug will add additional protection
during install..tion and removal. The thicker this Aircraft and surface launched weapons pose
Insulation Is, up to approximately 1/4-Inch, the the greatest hazard because they must be handled
more protection It will provide, particularly In the and loaded in high level electromagnctic environ-
haT.ardous 2 to 32 mepiliertz region. ments, and they generally have subsystems or firing

systems that are exterior to the weapon. Underwater
Some multistare weapons require exhaust lanched weapons are not usually exposed to the high

ports for venting the engine exhaust generated dun- level environments, and the nature of their design is
Ing stage separation. Thie;o exhaust ports arc per- such as to provide more protection from thie.eiw'on-
mrncn! aperture.; In (tie wenxm shield; therefore, ment than is provided by either air or nurfnee

'all canbing and cOnilytients of the firing system In hunched weapons. They can be exposed, however, to
this section of the weiron must be carefully nhilllded high level environments, particulirly when they are
itnd filtercc to preclude HEIlO, being transferred to a ship or submarine.

Best Available Copy 25
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SHORTING PLUG

Insulation

Shorting ElementsMSp-nFigr

r 'cmaic Connector

MEAPON

FTgur;e 4-7. Shorfilj Plug for Weapon

V1wpon/!.auncher
Interfacc Shiclded Enclosuro

, :,., .": -. ''I. . .. ,',.n. ..d. ,.

It Filtlr Arm SCotr,

'r. Circuit cifoan Aoi vi o
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CablO to connected electrically to the aircraft firing system
Firing System by contact rings. These rings are exposed during
EED handling and loading, thus electromagnetic energy

can be coupled into the weapon maki.ng it susceptible.
Housing To help reduce the hazard, a removable shielding

band,. as shown in the figure, was designed to cover
the exposed contacts. This is not a completely sat-Detonator,.. "oo
isfactory solution since the bands are not an integral .,

part of the weapon. Also the weapon requires elab-
N orate handling and loading procedures since thc bands

'jare removed during loading and the weapon can be
Booster unloaded without them, leaving it susceptible. Elab-

4 p orate handling and loading procedures should not be
relied upon to solve the ITERO problem because fail-
ure to Implement themn will create- a IM'O pro~blem.

Figure 4-13 shows a wenpon/launcchor inter-
Detonator in Detonator in face. In the ilustration, the umbilical cable is bf-
Unarmed Position Armed Position ing connec'ted before the weapon is rncked to the

launcher. Thin can be a hazardous s1tuation because
Figure 4-9. Modun.Ca: S oio and A.,. DOvice in an electromagnetic environment, the launcher and

I the we:-]-n can be ,t a different rf potential. This
Figure 4-10 shows a typical aircraft weapon difference in potential cnn cause a flow of rf current

firing system. As cani be seen, the cables attached in the weapon and greatly increases the possibility
to the weapon can be quite extensive as they thread of generating an arc as the umbilica] is being con-
through the aircraft. The cables run from the pilot's nected. It may not always be obvious that a high
control console (1) through the fuselage, adjacent to potential difference can exist between aircraft and
radio and radar equipment (2), Into a multi-conductor deck. However, near a vertical whip antenrna radi-.-
cable bundle (3), through the wing panel in a cable ating in the 2 to 32 megahertz range, a potential
buntle (4), through (he pylon and Launcher (5) then difference of 200 to 300 volts can exist between air-
to the weapon igniter (G). The cable can have a ctaft "id deck even if conductive tie-downs a,'e used.
length of about 25 feet and can be a very effective After the weapon has been secured to the launcher,
antenna in an electromagnetic field, the rf potentials on the launcher and thc weapon are

the same or nearly the same, and the possibility of
Figure 4-11 shows an air launched weapon in 'large rf currents and arcs is greatly redu,.rd.

which the connection from the aircraft firing system
to the weapon is made through button contacts.
These button contacts make the weapon particularly
susceptible to HERO during the handling and loading
procedures because personnel can touch the contacts
and conduct electromagnetic energy directly into the
EED. This method of connecting the aircraft firing
system to the weapon is not recommended. The sys-
tem should be designed in such a way as to prevent
personnel or tools from touching the conductors that
lead into the weapon.

Figure 4-12 shows an air launched weapon
partially loaded into its launcher. This weapon is

Figure 4-10. Typical Aircraft Weapon Firin6 Syslem Figure 4-11. Air Launched Weapon

27
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Weapon way that the shield mates before the connector pine
mate.

ShiedingBandFigure 4-15 shows a test act being used to test

an ordnance station on .In aircraft. 'This can be a
Launherhazardous operation because the test set and externa

cables can couple energy into the ordnance firing
system of the aircraft. This energy can be conducted
to ordnance items already loaded. The design of the
test equipment and its cabling must be given the same

- consideration as the design of the weapon Itself if a
HIERO problem is to be prevented. Also, should
electromagnetic energy enter the test equipment, it
may give false indications. Therefore, the cable
and connectors must be properly shielded with the
shield bonded to the weapon and to the test equipment
to preserve the integrity of the weapon enclosure.

Figure 4 -16 shows a typical surface launched
weapon with its launcher and control cables. The
cable runs from the fire control panel (1) in an ar-
mored multiconductor missile control and monitor

Figjure 4-12. Air Launched Woapon Partiali Lo'acie UNACCEPTABLE
ijo its Launcher

- CONNECThN 1r:0nE RACIcNG

r~~ . r;,,1 ; i;tac St.iue4-4 m HORT UMBIL ICAL CAGLE PREVENTS
11 ~ ~ !nh Ylfu~~l. ~''Ib '~'i~r ~jraci(nl 4-14. Th COrU fMG BEFO.3 RE RACKING

I e .)(:Th'ik.A Cr: V Ii'.8odild be coutpltAely
~.iir~r'di~. i-_-L;. ,kiild:; l)'01VuI ; b 1n d av-ouiltithe

* o; h A hr 'I'lic coni',!,c:Lrv ,;houldi 1e
':di 1 i thy L11' h w ,rIto pmli (II Ihn

:'rd'fo' N11W+. ih o11 U in jn The p~ije'4.Wvipon/(tijcficr I terhra Und
(gt~'~~:V?: I e ~e:24 (I~h n ucta Y 1116; lic ' Mting
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Alwvalt Wing

Ordnance Item

Figure 4-15. Unacczt;fNI~t Use d! 7'-.. ef
cable bundle (2), through transfer panels (3) to a1 sli V1,1~ L-7 o asrae!! ed u'oapoa
ring as~sembly in the launcher pedestal (4), and with umibilical1 Cables Conneted to 0h0 ivenpon and
emerges from the lituncher to contact firing shoes access doors open. The talong unnbilical cables
of the missile (5). Thec total lcngth Is %pproximately create a putential hazard because Mhe two cables can
90 feet. Because thn fire control, inonitoring- cquip- form a loop mitenna or the long cabicc can acet as
ment, ind cabling are almost entirely enclosed very effective antennas. The nunibcr of urmbilical
within the ships structure, Mc)y are prolectcd to cables sbould be kept to a mninimium and the cables
some 0xtpnt, Tlic weapon rlauncher and the umibiliC:Lt should zilways be as short as possible. The use of
cable, on the other hand, are exposed to the electra- access doors or ports may create a hizardous con-
magnetic Cnvironment. Nere again, (he ivenpon and dition because electronm-'cetic energy eanbe coupled.
the umbilical. cable rhould be properly rhieldcd, through thorn to the firin,- circuit. When it is

Accoss Port

1IS

Figure 4-16. Typical Surfaro tounched Wearpon Sysfen Figure 4-17. Sue face Launched Weapon
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fiecessavy to ha. an access door, all of the cables if there is exposed wiring, the shipping crate should
of the tring YSyIem that ar exposed when the door be made ot shoot metal and should completely en-
in open must be lelded. Access doors should be close the weapon in sucH a way as to provide a shield
kept to a minimum, during storage and handling. In some cases, such as

in underwater launched weapons, tho weapon is trans-
The ability to shield effectively can be greatly ferrod to the ship or submarine in an nll-up condition

Impaired whIllq the weapon is being prepared for and without the container. Care must be taken by the
launch: cables are being handled, connectors are designer to assure that the woapnn is safe during this
beint mated, and access ports on the weapon may be operation.
open. Personnel operating, handling, and loading .
equipment may contribute to the coupling of rf ener- Figure 4-10 shows the loading of an exploder
gy Into the weapon. When personnel or equipment mechanism in a weapon. There is a epecific hazard
make contact with any part of the weapon, a situa- to personnel during this operation. Ordnance should
tion of rf energy transfer may develop that was not be designed in such a way that this type of operation
considered In the design of the weapon. can be performed in an area free of electromagnetic

energy. If loading an exploder mechanism or per-
Figure 4-18 shows a weapon being lowered forming maintenance operations in the electromng-

through the hatch of a ship by a crane. The handling ntic- environment is required, the exploder should
crane, acting as a receiving antenna, conducts elec- be completely shielded. The cables and connectors
tromagnetic energy to the weapon and Its shipping should be desigted in such a way as to preclude
container. If the weapon is transferred to the ship arcing and the entry of electromagnetic energy.
in a partiatty n sembled or susceptible condition or

Un d.' Ided
- 1 4Firin Le~

-

.. ~ ExLptoder

Mechanism

il v4.1cpo
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Chcapler V.
SH!ELD rC,

5.0 GENERAL whore

The only practicl approach for solving the S shielding effectiveness in M,

flERO problem Is to provleo a complete shield for R =reflection )os:, in dD,
aU electroexplosive devices. If it were not for the
many mechanical and electrical Interfaces required
In ordnance systems, the shielding problem would B = internal raflecLtnn loss In dB
be reduced to choosing a proper shield material and
applying the simple box concept described in Chapter The internal reflection lo s is usually neglected if
I. However, since each interface degrades the the absorption loss Is grcater than 10 dl3. Metal
shield, the selection and Implementation of tech- walls thick enough to support their own wii;ht have
niques to provide continuity at these Interfaces be- greater than 1.0 d. absorption loss. Therefoe, the
comes Important. Figures 5-1 and 5.-2 illustrate, shlclding effectiveness is usually writien Ls
some of the interfaces that can occur.

Sq= A.

An electroumagneiic shleld may be created by
the use of any barrier between two regions such that The equations for losses due to reflection arc
the amount of electromagnetic energy entering one developed from the transmission line equation for
region from the other is reduced. There are a reflection of energy at an Iimpedance mismatch.
number of types of barriers such as solid metal This equation Is given as,
covevs, screened openlngs, flexible mesh, and
honeycomb panels. A weapon may contaii, many of I 1 20 log (Z5 + Zthose barriers in the form of the weapon skin,
metal boxes for the Igniters, conduits for firing cir- where

cults, etc. These can be used to provide some oC.
the shielding required to protect the weapon. The Zs = impedance of shield, anrd
weapon developer should recognize and take ad- zs = impedance of field.
vantage of all barriers that the weapon ofters. The impedance of the , hieid barriaj- is

The effectiveness provided by a shicld is given as
defined as the total nttenuation of the electro- j "1
magnetic energyi as it attempts to pass through Zs = , 2 x 3. G9 x Tohm
the shield. This includes both reflection and
absorption. Most metals thick enough to sup- where
port 1heir own weight will provide many (1's of
attenuation. rhus, the mctallie skin of ordnance, p = reLative permeability referred to
when it is continuous, will provide an effective free space, and
shield. = relative conductivity of metal

5.1 SHIELDING THEORY referred to copper.

The impedance of the field is given as
The shielding action of a metallic barrier can

be analyzed by either field theory or circuit theory. = E/1
In field theory the shield Is considered to partially w
reflect the electromagnetic energy and partially
absorb it. The iart that is absorbed is attenuated It !nay be either high or low In nature. A high
in passiiig through the shield. In circuit theory, impedance field is one that has an impedance higher
current from the Interfacing source Is considered to than the intrinsic impedance of tle ,ticlectric in
induce a current in the shield such that the external which it exists. An electric field, such as that
fields due to both of these currents are out of phase generated by a short stub antenna, io hfgh impedance
and tend to cantel. Field theory will be used in the in nature. A low impedance field is one which has
di eu:ssini that follows. an impedance lower than the intrinsic imi)edance of

the dielectric in which it exists. A magietic field.
The 1hielding effectiveness of a shlield can be such as that generated by a small loop antenna, is

computeti ty 'onsi(eriIg reflection and absorption considered a low timpodance field. In a high in-
Ios:sc.4 ;,-t s .parateiy .ni riliuting factors. It can be pedance field, most of the energy is contained in
wrtfte'n an the electric component whereas in a low Impedance

- It 4 A o I field, most or the unergy is contained In the magnetic
component.
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Missile/Warhead Ihterface

Booster/Missile Interface

Shielded Cable ccsPitSafe-Arm Pin

Missile/Launcher Interface
Umbilical Cable Connector

Exhaust Ports Shielded Connector

quipment Equipment Luce

fielSiede cII1nIIJJra Cable=9~

Trhe va'uo of Z Is ainction of Uie tyra 01 1. H~igh impcdance (or eletric) fields,
alI nd Lihc d-,tancp fromn Lhe souL-co. r-or a high 54+ 01%tnrdnjic, (or clec'rlec) f3ld JO f 2

1%v 1 377 1 1 F iD >.> or
CEO ~2. Low impedance (or magntic) fields,

- - V. D R(x Th 0 = log 6_+

0 361 0. 15 (L"3

-- Y 0i~ . le~et Ui ti-av Zioldt hotnh 11,:i :i-d lo,,,rriac fields
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I [a!~~4Lines

Unshieldzd

Lines
I ~Properih'Ev,

I r-itc:*~I ~ FiI tcr

Lines
I mprop~rly P O E

t'~Wav aguide WithPE

Conductino Control

Shaft

Nonconductiv.jtPanel Meteor Holo Control Shaft In
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Seam Metallic Gasket
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*The attenuation of the wave in passing thirough the Re =3 54 +10 log ....... dB.
shield once is then f3 pD2

A =at nepers, These equations can be approximated by using
8. 6 8 8 1 dBthe nomographs of Figures 5-4 and 5-5. To find

or A 8.8a Breflection loss use the figures as follows:

where t Is thie thickness of the shield in meters. 1. Determine the distance from the source

For t in mils (001 Inch), to the shield and locate this on the D
scale.

A~ ~ =33x o Tfi~ dB. 2. Place a straightedge between this point

5.2 DETERMINATION OF REFLECTION AND and the desired point on the frequency

ABSORPTION LOSS scale.
cloe fr te oluionof he3. Locate the point on the transfer scale

Acoeapproximation frteslioofhewhere the straightedge crosses It.
reflection and absorption loss equations can be made
by using the nomographs of Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 4. Place the straightedge between this point
and 5-6. and a point on the scale corresponding to

Th6 product a-4 and the ratio a,/g needed to the ratio alpi of the material.
solve these equations are given in Table 5-1 or they 5. Read the reflection loss on the Rn or R
can be computed i sing the valucs of o, and pi ob-scl saporte
tained from other tables. The value of gi should besclasprorte
the initial permeability. The absorption loss can be computed by using

* The reflection loss is a function of the dis- the equation
anco from the source to the shield and of the type A=3 4x1- Bof wa .'e for distances less than X/2r. For distances A .3 xiJ Uj B

greater than X/21r both high and by;i impedance fields
aethe same, Here the nomographi for a plane wave or by using the nomograph of Figure 5-6. This

asruedIntenmgzlifrasrtols, nomiograph can be uscd to determitne either the
igused 5-n the -n-omo~frasorption lossprml1. ie absorption loss of an existing shield or to determine

Figue a-6 bsorption loss opra to is gien file material and thickniess of the miaterial needed
iinceuL htio losi1i:0otoa oth hc-t provide a predetermined absorption loss. Inth

first case, the type of material used for the shield,
for eatmple thec weapon case, miust be determinedTo aomruti the rot',.ciion los-,es "or .a plane and the produ,,ct agj obtained. To find the absorptionwave use the eqruation Ls

= 16 4. 0 lg u/ ji B,. Loczte the product uji oin the'rxg scale.

oA7 the nawc..;-aph of F'i. 543. To 'Lilatn i . r~easviheTebtentt on
reflctin lss:and the cicsired 1point o~n the f. equtency

* ' /p scle3. lndthle ZtbSC t'tif 1I~ Z1' I cm tho

2. f-h~~d7enuis p int' Alt scale.
~..'-.T:;lrc~ on lic~c~uncy. tulti.pty tbls mT~luc by th", thickrvlss' of the

* uaJldh na erial to goi tlhe total

3.~Z L.~r oti n~z.. ~n he rcalo. loss.

Toretp: ~thea ; lre5Irr} fo- ' 'ileances In the second case., vailous ma,,terialis call be
U,-I X/21, the typo of a wv mus be dcshiin t1od investigatedl to deterinei Uhe thickiiess of each that

r; C,3 t. ~Zthf. w.,ave Iti a low. inm,'danc-C (cle man'netic) 05 nended to providie the desired protection. The
fi'~Id w~ t~~jiationmaterial to bo used cani thon be soiected based oni

the thickticss required phi s other enn1ncering
Rh g 1) 4 constilerations. In order to mnake this det~termiina.-

ttonl, th1c folINY1, owng niI; he l-.town or corniputed : the
tota 1,i 10 le In Ivcne: , ro ieflectior loss,

0. 1~ !~ful o . cm.(wYhichi 15 ifl(towcient or the tlitcknrss), and thi

(Ii ffcnf~Ilce boell 111v nhiel,00ug r(CCetVIlkes all
:f~~~~~~~i~l re;r ' !.:; e l-e cri Ions1)
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To determine the thickness required: As the frequency of the magnetic field in-
creases, the dominant factor in the equation for Rh

1. Locate the product ap on the ey scale. is the second term and thus at higher frequencies
the reflection losses are directly prop3ortional to o,

2. Place a straightedge between this point and inversely proportional to p. The absorption
and the desired point on the frequency losses are directly proportional to u. Here
scale, materials with high ., such as those used for

electric fields, are suitable.

3. Read the absorption loss per ml on the
A/t scale. In the far field, shielding ts obtained by using

both reflection and absorption losses. The reflec-
4. Divide the required absorption loss by tion losses for the plane wave decrease and ab-

this value to get the required thickness. sorption losses increase as the frequency increases.
These relationships are shown In Figure 5-7.

5.3 SELECTION OF SHIELDING MATERIAL
The absorption and reflection losses are

The reflection and absorption losses in a directly proportional to w as in the case of the
shield are a function of the type of material and de- electric field. Therefore, materials with high a
pead on the type of field and the distance from the are suitable for shielding.
source. The reflection and absorption losses for
copper, 1 rail thick and located 100 inches from the The preceding can be summarized as follows:
source are plotted in Figure 5-7. The plot of
losses for other material would be similar. The 1. For magnetic fields, only magnetic
desirable propertle2 of materials that make effec- material can be used for shields at low
tire shields can be determined by studying the frequencies.
equations used for computing these losoes and the
curves of Figure 5-7. The inherent properties of 2, For electric fields, materials with high .
metals that make them effective shields are con- are adequate for shields.
duactivity # and permeability p. The important
physical property is thickness. 3. For plane waves, materials with high .

are adequate for shields (both magnetic
i the near field, the high impedance or and electric fields).

electric field Is the easiest to shield against. As
can be seen from Figure 5-7, the reflection losses 4. For any given material, a greater shield
for the electric field are high at low frequencies thickness is required for magnetic fields
and the absorption losses are low. As the frequency than for electric fields.
increases, reflection losses decrease but absorp-
tion losses Increase. Both reflection and absorp- 5. For any given material, a greater shield

tion losses are directly proportional to e. Ab- thickness Is required for low frequencies
sorption losses are directly proportional to pi, and than for high frequencies.
reflection losses are inversely proportional to u.
Since reflection losses do not generate beat in the 6. For high frequencies, abeorptlion losses
shielding material, Uey are more desirable for become important. Therefore, to maintain
HERtO application than absorption losses, which do the shielding effectiveness, all openings
generate heat as the energy Is attenuated. There- must be closed.
fore a material with high f, such s brass, copper,
or aluninum, is preferred for the shielding material 5.4 WOVEN AND PERFORATED MATERIALS
in an electric field. Thickness is not an important
consideration. There are many applications where the shield

cannot be made of a solid material but must be
The most difficult field to shield against Is made of a transparent or perforated material.

the low impedance (or magnctic) field. As shown Exmples of these are covers for meters and
in Flgi.ae 5-7, both magnetic reflection and ab- gauges, which must be read through the shield, and
sorption losses are low at low frequencies. As the planned holes for ventilation or circuit adjustment.
frequency Increases both reflection losses and ab- Woven materials such as wire mesh can be used
sorption losses Increase. At very low frequencies, over instruments and perforated materials or
the first term in the equation for Rh ts the dominant honeycomb panels can be used for ventilation or
factor, hence, reflection losses are direcUy pro- circuit adjustment-
port'onal to p. Also, since absorption losses are
Important, thickness is an Important [actor. Thus, The effectiveness of any shield may be
thick slabs of magnetic (high p) material are re- severely degraded by poor ohmic contact betwen
quired to shield magnetic fields at very low fre- adjacent parts. For this reason, the effectiveness
quencies. Materials that make exceUent shields of woven materials is likely to be more dependent
for electric fields are of little use In low frequency on the contact resistance at the lunctions of wires
magnetic fields. in the weave, than on the resistivity and
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permeability of the wires themselves. An extreme Assuming F_ ? 1OF (when F Is the frequency
example would be the case where an unknowing in megahertz per second), the attenuation of
painter happens by and does a thorough paint job circular and rectangular waveguides respectivelyScu a loosely woven screen. The paint tends to in- of length I, may be approximated within a two
gmrlate each wire from all the others, markedly re- percent error by the following formulas:
ducing the effectiveness of the screen for shielding
purposes. A preferred type of wire weave has the
Intersections of the wires either soldered or welded, A a 32 for circular waveguldes, and
and even better is a solid sheet of metal perforated
with the required size and number of holes.

A - 27. 3 1 for rectangular wavegutdes.
With perforated sheets, the fewer and smaller

the holes, the better the shielding effectiveness.
With woven wires, the larger the wire size and the Ti

eater the density of wires per square inch, thewave-
better. Tables 5-2 and 5-3 show the attenuation of gades with a length-to-width or le3rth-to-diameter
two common types of woven wire mesh for magnetic
fields and radiated fields respectively.

The shielding effectiveness of a honeycombiortycomb panels are formed by a series of panel constructed of steel with 1/8-inch hexagonal
cylindrical, rectangular, or hexagonal tubular Oeig,12ic ogi ie nTbe54openings. When properly designed, they act as a Openings, 1/ 2 -inch long is giver in Table 5-4.
high pass filter with a cutoff frequency. The cutoff
frequency is the lowest frequency at which propaga- 5.5 CONDUITS
tion occurs witiout atten.ation. The depth of the
aperture determines the amount of attenuation Conduits made of either solid or woven
realized and the diameter of individual openings de- strands of metal may be used to shield the firingtermines the cutoff frequency. or system cables of a weapon from the electro-

The cutoff frequency of the hole can be de- magnetic environment. The shielding effectiveness
ternitned by use of the following expressions: of solid conduit can be considered, for all HERO

purposes, the same as that of a solid sheet of the
Fe a 5900 for a rectangular waveguide material of the same thickness. The most commonF- material used for shielding is the woven wire con-

and dult. Its shielding effectiveness can be determined
by tests conducted In accordance with NIL-STD-1377

w'e Fe = 6920 for a circular waveguide, (Navy).

where Degradation of the shielding effectiveness
F0 = cutoff frequency in megahertz, in conduit Is often the result of discontinuities In

' athe shield rather than insufficient shielding
b a longest transverse dimension of properties of the conduit material. These dis-

wavegulde in inches, and continuities result from splicing, damage, or most
d * dtameter of wavegutde In inches, frequently, Improper termination of the shield.

Table 5-2. Wire Mesh Cloth: Magnetic Field Aftenuation vs. Frequency

Copper Galvanized Steo!
18 x 18 22 x 22 22 x 22 26 x 26S(Wires/i) (Wires/in2  (res/tn) (Wires/in 2 )

Attr-mtion (dB) Attenuation (dB)
0.01 59.3 65. 4 94.1 100.3
0.03 70.0 70. 1 101.3 107.4
0.06 76.7 82.8 104.0 110.1
0.1 81.1 87.2 105.4 111.5
0.3 90.3 9e.4 106.7 '112. 8
0.6 94.7 100.8 107.0 113,1
1 97.0 103.1 )07.1 113.2
3 99.8 105.9 107.3 113.4
6 10.6 106.7 107.3 113.4

10 100.8 106.9 !07.3 113.4
30 101.2 107.2 107.3 113.4
60- 10,000 101.2 107.2 107.3 113.4
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Table 5-3. Wire Mesh Cloth: Rdiated Field Atensumati vs. Fequoncy

Copper Galvanized Steel

18X18 22x2 2 x22 26x26
Frequency 1W-r7n2) (Wires/In2 ) ( q7j 2) (Wlres/i1 2 )

(MHz) ( r,9 tm~
Attenuation (de) Attenuation (d)

0.01 103.6 109.! 12. 7 143.9
0.03 104.7 110.2 2. 4 141.6
0.06 10.4 110.2 1 1 138.3
0.1 105.4 113.6 125,1 135.3
0.3 105.0 110.5 IM2.8 127.0
0.6 103.4 108.9 115.1 121.3
1 101.3 106.8 110.8 117.0
3 94.5 100.0 10L 4 107.6
6 99.3 94.8 9E 4 101.6
10 85.1 90.6 91. 0 97.2
30 75.8 81.3 9L 4 87.8
80 69.9 75.4 TL 4 81.8
100 65.6 71.0 71.0 77.2
300 55.9 61.4 OL 4 67.6
600 49.9 55.4 5& 4 61.6
1000 45.5 51.0 SL 0 57.2
3000 35.9 41.4 414 47.6
8000 29.9 35.4 35.4 41.6

10,000 25.5 31.0 3L0 37.2

Table 5-4. Shielding Effectiveness of Hexagonal Honeycomb Aoce of Steel,
with 'lu-Inch Openings, 'l/-Inch Ung

Frequency Shielding Effectiveness

I00 K-z; 45 d8

50 MHz S dB
100 MHz 57 dB
400 Nr4z 58 dB

2200 MHz 47 dB

Armored conduit, as used aboard ship, can conductive material will act as an antenna and will
provide effective shielding at lower frequencies, destroy the sble1ing effectiveness.
but at higher frequencies the openings between
individual strands can take or. slot-antenna 5.7 SHIELD lrTMINATIONS
characteristics, cauaing a serious degradation of
the shielding effectiveness. If armored conduit Is
required, alU Internal wiring should be Individually upon the proper termination of the shield. Rf cur-
rheued, arents that are onducted along the shields of cables
shielded. ~will be coupled into the system at the point of

5.6 SHIELD DISCONTINUITIES improper cable termination and reduce the
efiectiveness of an otherwise adequately shielded
weapon. In a properly terminated shield, the

Shield discontinuities In weapon systems entire periphery of the shield Is groundcd to a low
oeat, connectorsld rosuchs impedanca reference, minimizing any rf potentials
sears, connectors, and planned openings such as at the surface of thE termination.
access doors, meter ports and openings for control
rods. These discontinuities should be kept to a Figure 5-8 illustrates cable-shield-to-con-
minimum by proper design practices. Where dig- rector termination and connector-to-bulkhead
continuities are unavoidable, the integrity of the termination. Figure 5-9 illustrates the method of
shield should be maintained by use of filters, wire preserving 'rdivtdal shields when more than one
mesh, or rf gaskets. Waveguide openings designed shielded conductor must be routed through a single
to operate below cutoff should be used if a shaft has cable and connector. The shield should never be
to penetrate the shield. Only nonconductive material pilled back, twisted, and then bonded to the con -
should pass through the wavoguide opening. A nectar In a pigtail fashion. No portion of the shield
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BulkeadPreferred: Fillet Weld Around Entire
BulkeadPeriphauy of Female Connector

Housing
Alternative: Bolt and Tooth Type

Lock -Washer Connection as
* Shown by Dotted Outline

Male .* --

Continuous Shield-to-Shell Bond
by Solder or Meal Forming Spring Contacts (Shield Makes

4Nuiim Pig Tail the Shield) Before and Breaks, After Enclosed

figure S-8. Shield Torminition For Eietcirical Connecf or

should be broken before It Is bonded to the connector EED, the shield discontinuity will support the
* shell. Individual shields for conductors that are generatton of high voltages directly at the EEE'.
* routed through multi -coaxlal connectors ashould be Consequently the shield would contribute to the

terminated individuzally In the manner described hazard. in such situations It lIs better not to
*above. The shield termination technique Illustrated attempt to shield the EED. 1f the shield must be

in FIgure 5-10 should be used 'when a shielded extended to the EED, then the EED should be
*cable is routed into a completely shielded en- specified and purchased with shielded leads In-

closure. Wben cable tension or vibratton would stalled in the manufacturing process.
discourage such a termination, rigidly supported
connectors should be used. 3.S CONNECTORS

It should be noted that there are situations in Cnetr sdt iigcrut hudpo
Which an Improper shield can actually increase the c lude the entry of electromagnetic energy. All rf

hazard to the EED. *A fairly common LED con- connectors are not designed for this purpose. To
figuat~n 18onehavig ushiede'lead. sncebe acceptable, the shielding effectiveness of the

fiuteinooiion or coepleting a shield~ to Sine mated connector should be equal to or better than

case of the EED. the weapons designer faces aanealegtofhecbeudinheiri.
Sitution in which the effort to provide a shield in order to prevent electromagnetic energy
xnay create a problem. If a si-leld is placed over from entering the circuit r.t the zonnector titerface
Ohe lead wires and allowed to be ungrounded at the the following features should be considered:
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forming. Semipermanent bonds, such as thaee
q Fkn provided by bolts or rtvets, are acceptable wim

Shielded Corductor ROd Contsen good electrical contact exists between bare metl
surfaces. Star or lock washers may be used
with threaded devices to ensure continued electria
contact and tightness. Star washers are very
effective in cutting through nonconductive coatings
such as those caused by corrosion. Joints that am
press fitted or joined by self-tapping or sheet
metal screws cannot be relied upon to provide a
low-impedance bond at high frequencies. Riveted
Joints on 3/4-inch centers are acceptable U the
rivet holes are bare. Direct bonds must always be
made through continuous contact betwees bare,

U dd conductively finished metals.Unshieldl
Conductor Several conftgurations which form seams be-

Conmetor Shell Feme Portion tween two metallic members within a wea ons system
(Male stion i of Connector are shown in Figure 5-1L The preferred seam is a

continuous weld around the periphery of the mating
surfaces. The type of weld is not critical, provided

Figure S-9. Multi-Coaxial Connector Design the weld is continuous. Spot welding can also be
used provided care is exercised to prevent gape In

1. There should be no breaks in the shield the mating surfaces between the spot welds. to
through the connector and cable which spot weld Joints should be less than two inches
would allow electromagnetic energy to apart. An acceptable alternative techn!que to the
"leak Into the firing circuit- crimp seam pictured in Figure 5-12. In a crimp

seam, all non-conductive materials must be re-

2. The connector should be able to withstand moved from the mating surfaces before the surfaces

environmental conditions (vibration, high are crimped. The crimping must then be performed
and low temperatures, corrosion, etc.) under sufficient pressure to insure positive contact
at d obetween all mating surfaces. Table 5-5 sum-
wihouateraatio o the sheldg marizes, in order of preference, techniques for
characteristics o! the connector.

producing permanent or semipermanent seams.

3. The connector shield at the interface of
the two connector halves must make To insure adequate and properly implemented
positive contact before the two power techniques, the following recommendations sould
contacts make and must maintain contact be observed:
until after the power contacts break.

1. All mating surfaces must be cleaned be-
4. The firing system contacts in the con- fore bonding. The area cleaned should

nector mating sections should be suf- be slightly larger than the area to be
ficiently isolated to preclude the possi- bonded.
bility of field personnel accidentally
touching the socket contacts, either with 2. All protective coatings having a con-
their fingers or with the mating connector ductivity less than that of the metals
shell, while the connectors are unmated, being bonded must be removed from the

contact areas of the two mating surfaces
5.9 BONDING before the bond connection is made.

(The conductivity o; coating such as
Electrical bonding is the union of two metallic anodizing materials should be verified

surfaces to provide a low impedance connection, with the manufacturer whenever it is
Good bonding is necessary to produce a seam that questionable).
is electromagnetically tight. if the impedance of
the seam is higher than that of the metals being 3. Mating surG"ces shoula be bonded tim-
joined, ri voltages can develop across the seam mediately after protective coatings are
from skin currents, permitting electromagnetic removed to avoid oxidation.
energy to enter the shielded enclosure. Generally,
the Impedance of the bond becomes more important 4. The nonreplaceable portlon of a bonded
as the frequency increases, because skin effect can joint that must be formed by dissimilar
cause the impedance to increase as the frequency metals should be a metal lower in the
increases, electromotive force series than its mate

(see Table 5-6). When two dissimilar
Mating surfaces of metallic members within metals must be bonded, metals that are

a weapon should be bonded together by welding, close to one another in the electromotive
brazing, sweating, swaging, s'idering, or metal force series should be selected.
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Shielded Enclosure

F large Soldered. Welded, or Maul Formed
Bulkheadto Metallic Housing around periphery

Filtered
Conductor

Metallic

Housing

Tinned Priom w Soldering to Shield)

Figure 5-10. Accetptable Met hod of Routing Rigid Cable Through Shielded Enclosure,IBolted sections may be used for temporary When protective coatings are required, they*bonds. However, bolted 3ections should be made as should be so selected that they can be easily r'.-
shown In Figure 5-13 to insure consistent contact moved from mating surfaees. Since the matling ofpressure over an extended period of time. The bare metal to bare metal is essential for a satis-Fshield material must be rigid enough to prevent factory bond, a conflict may arise between the
buckling between contact points, bonding and finish specificatlons. From the view-

point of HERO, It to preferable to remove the
Whenbtolts or rivets are used to mak~e a finish where compromising of the bondingP bond, the bond should be made first at the middle Affectliveness would occur.of the cearn and then toward the ends to prevent the

mating surfaces from buckling. The shielding Certain protective metal plattigs such aseffetiveness of the joint Is dependent upon the cadmium, tin, or silver need not be removed.
number of screws per linear inch and the pressure Most other coatings, however,* are nonconductve
of the contacting surface, and must be removed Uf a good bond lsate be ob-

tained.
When pressure bonds are made, the surfaces

must be clean and dry before mating, and then held When Implementing bonding techniques, it
together under high pressure to minimize the must always be remembered that bonding straps dochance of moisture forming In the Joint. T1he not provide a low Impedance currer.' path at rI
peripbery of thi- exoiosed joit should then be frequencies. The impedance Important in thissealed with a suitable compound (and. whenever discussion Is the impedance at radio frequencies.
possible, one that is highly conductive to rf T1here in little correlation between the dc resistance
currents). 01 a bond and Its rf Impedance. Even the mueasured
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rablo S-S. rypes of Seems, In Order of Prefevence

Preference Type Seam E Remarks

I Continuous weld Ba ta

L2 Spot weld Space weld joints
less than 2
inches apert

Continurous Weld Wvrlp S. Crimp seam Use strong axd
lasting crimping

a. SPot Weld

Contnuot Weld (btt able 56. Electromotive Force Series

(3) Alminum(10) Lead
(4) Zinc (11) Cpe

Figure 5-11. Panel Seam Configurations (6) Iron (13) Plattnum

Note: Soldering or %volding
Is deirable fo( maxi-
mmn protection from
HERO, Removo Protective Coatings

I rom Meting 
Surfaews 

and solder

- &-

Figure 5.12. Formation of Permanent Crimp Seam Figure 5-13. Acceptable Bonding Technique Using Bolts

rf Impedance of bonds, euch as jumpers, straps, 5.1.0 GASKETS
rivets, etc. , is not a reliable Indication of the
bonding effectiveness in the actual Installation. it Conductive gasket material can be used for
should also be remembered that conductive bonding two surfaces when permanent bonding,epoxies and pastes are not always sufficient rf such as continuous weld or crimp seams, cannot be
bonds, Even when proven effective In given In- used. The gasket material Is Inserted between the
stancts9, they have been known to degrade shielding mating surfaces and a high pressure Is maintained
etfecttveness under conditions of strain, pressure, agaInst the seam to Insure good electrical bondin.
and the passage of time. It to essential to remove the protective coatings of
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mating surfaces before the gasket material Is In-
sorted. They should also be free of oily film,I Corrosion, moisture, and paint.

Figure 5-14 illustrates an acceptable method Cowr
of making a construction seam using rf gasket
material. The features to be observed in the figure

1. Metallic surface machined to a smooth
finish and all non-conductive materialsI removed.

2. Gasket bonded to one metallic surface of
the seam. It Is recommended that con-
ductive adhesive be used for this applica-
tion.

3. Appropriate material techniques (I. e., PF Gasket Material
clamps, bolts, etc. ) used to prcide a
high pressure on the rf gasket. The
pressure must be nearly uniform along
the entire length of the seam. Figure 5-15. Cover Plates with Gaskets

Figures 5-15 and 5-16 illustrate acceptable
methods of making construction seams where sec-
tions must be removed and replaced for maintenance
or lading and handling operations.

Table 5-7 is a guide to rf gasket design and
Usage.

Table 5-8 lists types of gaskets in order of
preference.

Table 5-9 lists the three materials most RF Gasket Mateial
frequently used for rf gaskets. They are ranked RF Gaket Material
-mmerically for properties, with ' ' indicating the ae r
most desirable material in a group and '3' the least
desirable.

Bulkhead

Figure 5-16. Covers with Gaskets
The first property considered ts corrosion

RF Gaket resistance. Both intrinsic corrosion resistanceI /and reslistance in presence of aluminum are given.
2 The second comparison Is given since rf gaskets

are frequently used against aluminum structures
and the question of compatibility arises.

The second property considered is conductivity.
It should be noted that the intrinsic conductivity of
the material Is :aot the most important factor since
corrosion films can form and these can greatly
reduce the actual ..-- 4 ,cttvlty of an rf gasket. The
material should be selected according to Its con-ductlvlty with surface films, Both intrinsic con-
ductivities and conductivities with surface film are
given.

Figure 5-14. Acceptable Method of Making Permanent The mechanical properties of tensile strength,
Seam Using RF Gasket springiness, and hardness are marked as shown.
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Tabis 5-7. RF Gasket Design end Urnu

Casket
Consideration Determind by

Material Corrosion, mechanical wo, spring
i qualities, and rf pivPsrtims

Form Attachment methods, force available, other
gaketing functions, joint vnnes, and

_Slrpce available

Thickness Class of joint, joint unevem. fore
i available, and environ ental level

Table 5-8. Types of Gaskets, in Order of Presence

Preference Type Seam 1marks

1 Metal mesh rf gasket Subject to set; offers 54 dB attenuation
at 20 pai; some evidence indicates
attenuation bitest at lower frequencies

2 Phosphor bronze Subject to brealmge; offers approxi-
spring fingers mately 60 dB attenuation

3 Conductive rubber Satisfactory w -ere nominal connection
and small number of screws are re-
qutred; some evidence indicates
attenuation htaest at higher frequencies

Toble 5-9. Comparison of Three AF Gasket Aote.ra/s

,:orroston Conductivity Mechanical

Material With With
lntrir.sic Aluminum Intrinsic Surface Tensile Spring Hardness

Film

Monel 1 2 3 1 1 2 1

Silver-plated brass 2 3 2 2 2 1 2

Aluminum 3 1 1 3 3 3 3

Aluminum comes out a poor third au a the weapon bening. The best way of achieving this
gasket material. Monel and silver plated brass is to use metallic gaskets or finger stock between
rank close together. Considering all of these the mating mwces. When metallic finger stock
factors, it is recommended that monel be used for is used, 5 to 10 grams of pressure per finger
gasketing. There is one exception to this recom- should be applied to the mating surfaces.
mendatton. Whenever specifications insist on the
use of aluminum against aluminum, It is recom- If hinges are used on panels, it is recom-
mended that aluminum gasketing be used despite mended that gpsketing such as conductive weather
ito poor properties, stripping be med on the hinged side of the panel.

An alternative method for shielding at the hinge side
5.11 TEMPORARY APERTURES AS of a panel is @a use metal finger stock. The shield-

DISCONTINUITIES ing material mst be electrically and mechanically
bonded to the frame at close intervals to insure

Temporary apertures of a weapon are those proper shlelh.
apertures, such as access panels, that must be
open during adjustment or installation of circuits Figure 5-17 Illustrates acceptable methods of
or components. They should be designed so that applying shiehlng materials around Ute sides of
when they are closed, a low rf impedance electrical hinged access panels. Appropriate mechanical lock-
bond Is maintained between the doe- or panel and Ing devices nvst be used on access panels to
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Weld

Panel

bulkhod

Weld

RIF Gasket.

* RF G&*et

Hinge

Aom Panel

Reaemed Fram Hing

AF Gaskt Hinge AcmPIw ^css

Pthowhat Bronze
F ingot Stock RF Goiet

Photphor Bronze

Finger Stoc

AcemieerielPhoophor Srrrnae
A C MC P IF I Pg e S to c k

Figw.? 5-17. Acceptable, Methods for T~mperery Aperture Design
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maintain a minimum of 20 psi pressure between the into a circular wavegulde and used to pass a =-
panel and the gasket or flngere, conducting shaft through the weapon houslin.

The best arrangement of spring contact An acceptable method of shielding apertures
fingers around removable panels or doors calls for for meters or other panel-mounted readout devices
the Insinlaton of two sets of fingers at right is Illustrated in Figure 5-19. Safe-and-arna

Iangles to each other. One set t, a wiping set, the

other to in compression, and the combination makes
good electca contact when the door is closed.
The pressure exerted by these Springs is htgly
Important and it should be carefully maintatned.

Access panels or doors cannot perform a
shielding function when opened or removed. if it is Weapon Houin
necessary for apertures to be opened in electro-
magnetic fields, the interior circuits, cemponents,
and cables should be designed to preclude HERO., Control or Switch
3 .12 P'ERMANENT APERTURES AS

DISCONTINUITIES Metal Tube Acting s

Permanent apertures are those holes or dis- Below Cutoff
continuities in a weapon system housing which, for
various reasons, cannot be shielded. Apertures
for ventilation, control shafts, recessed firing
pins, sa le-and-arm device shafts, panel-mounted
meters, exposed connector pins, and exhaust
nozzles are common examples.]J____Nn___nuP1 ~

One method of minimizing the degrdation of and Knob
shielding effectiveness where small apertures are
necessary is to design them so that they act as
effective wavegude attenuators. Figure 5-18
illustratua how a necessary bole can be designed Figure 5-18. Acceptable Us* of Circular Waviaguide In aPermanent Aperture for Control Shaft

Moled RIF Gowe

Bulkh~ead Equipmmnt§1
Houting

MeMetal Frr

Figure 5-19. Acceptable Method of Shielding Panel-Mounted Meters
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devices should be shielded as tlust,,ted In Figure Sae-and-Arm Device
6..20. Exhaust nozzles should also be shielded. A w
method that is convenient Is to cover the nozzle

with metal foil. An exhaust blast w simply tear
the foll off the nozzle. S Flush Against

Where the use of wavegutde inoherials ts
impractical or otherwise undesirable, as in the RF 6aet
case of large ventilating holes, subtantial attenua-
tion of radiated electromagnetic enera can be ob-
tained by covering the aperture with a wire screen
or meah. Number 22. 15-mil copper wire screen S af
will provide more than 50 dB attemnlon to electric ", ii
and 1 GHz. Figure 5-21 shows an aceptable tech-
nique for mounting a wire screen over an aperture.
A sLmilar mounting technique can be used in In-
stalling honeycomb material

Figure 5-20. Accptable Method of Shielding Safe and
! -, Afm Devices

f3
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- No. 22 C Aperturesw

(Film, ~ No 22.oy Coppe $crownur~

Mounting Se"w

Figure, S-21. Method ol Mounting Wire Mesh Over a Large Aperture
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. Chapter VI.

EMI SUPPRESSION DEVICES

6.0 GENERAL they are for HERO), a reflective filter cannot provide

Ordnncecannt awaysbe rotetedfromthe continuous, adequate protection across a wide rangeOrdnance cannot always be protected from the of frequencies. In fact, under varying generator and
electromagnetic environment by shielding and circuit load impedances, a reflective filter may actually
design alone. Firing circuits and other circuits that provide a conjugate kmpedance match between the
penetrate the shield can conduct electromagnetic electromagnetic energy source and the EEO. Under
energy to the EED. To protect the weapon, these maximum power transfer conditions, the filter, it
circuits must be filtered at their point of entry into depending on reflection losses alone, could actually
the shielded enclosure. Low pass filters called EMI increase the electromagnetic hazard instead of sup-
filters, have been developed for this application, pressing it as desired. Therefore reflective losses

should be considered as a bonus rather than a design
6.1 EMI FILTERS parameter. The dissipative loss provides protection

that cannot be bypassed and the reflection loss re-
EMI filters are filters that have broad band duces the thermal load of the filter.

dissipative characteristics throughout the frequency
range of interest. They are designed to operate with To avoid impairing the effectiveness and relia-
generator and load impedances that are outside those bility of the weapon, an EMI filter must have little
of a standard 50 ohm system. The generator, which or no attenuation to low frequency or dc energy (L e.,
is considered to be that system or circuit that de- firing current). In addition, the filter together with
livers the energy to the EED or the filter, if a filter the shielding available must provide the desired
is used, includes the firing circuit wiring with its attenuation continuously across the frequency range
sources of induced energy plus any or all of the of 20 Klz to 40 GHz.
inductive, capacitive, and re3istive elements that
are electrically associated with it. Examples of Materials exist that have the unique charac-
these elements are personnel, equipment, aircraft, teristic of low dc attenuation and good high frequency
and the shipboard transmitting antenna systems. attenuation over broad, continuous frequency ranges.
The impedance of this generator is the impedance Several dissipative materials--In particular, car-
seen by the filter, looking back into the firing cir- bonyl iron mixes and ferrite compounds--are known
cuit. It may be high or low; inductive, capacitive, as broad-band absorbers and are very useful in the
or resistive; and it will vary with frequency through- design of EMI filters.
out the entire spectrum. It is virtually undefined for
existing weapons systems and will be entirely un- Another method of meeting the dissipative
defined for design-stage weapons. requirements for filter elements, is to utilize the

"skin-effect. " Skin-effect is the phenomenon that
The load for the filter is the EED and the por- always occurs when electromagnetic energy is

tion of the firing circuit from the filter to the EED. present in a conductor. The higher frequency
The load impedance is the impedance of this system. energy is confined very near the skin or surface of
It can take on any value and, alro, can vary with the conductor. while low frequency (de) energy is
frequency. evenly u! ted throughout the conductor. The

higher the trequency the greater will be the confine-
Since the generator and load impedances are ment of the energy to the surface. Thus, as the

unknown, Insertion loss cannot be measured as frequency increases, the resistance increases.
specified in MIL-STD-220. MIL-STD-220 defines Various methods have been devised in an attempt to
insertion loss in a 502i system (i.e., a 5001 generator optimize this effect in designing EMI filters.
feeding a 50n load). This definition is not accepta-
ble for HERO application. Insertion loss must be 6.2. HE DESIGN OF EMI FILTERS
measured tn accordance with NIvlL-STD-1377 (Navy)
which is discussed n Chapter VH. The design of filters for most applications has

been covered in several design handbooks. However,
., A filter can exhibit either or both of two types the design of EMI filters represents a departure

of loss when inserted into a system. These are: (1) from these standard practices, not only because of
a reflective loss due to mismatch of impedances the broad frequency spectrum covered but also be-I between the filter and the source cl energy, and (2) cause of the undefined input and output impedance.
a dissipative loss that represents an actual loss of Instead of attempting to provide design Information

electrical energy in the form of heat. U the gener- the JjrLccJlr.g di s:tnn h4q attempted only to out-
ator and load impcckui'es were known, a reflective line the scope of the problem. It is recommended
flter could be designed which would offer sufficient that EMI filter s be obtained from sources that have
protection. But since these impedamces are un- developed or are capable of developing filters for
known, unpredictable, and constantly varying (as this specialized purpose.

V,5
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6.3 MOUNTING OF IMI FILTERS

The method used to mount an EMT filter mst
be such that it will leave the shielding of the enclo-
sure intact. The overall effectiveness of even the

most effective filter can be reduced to zero If It Is
improperly installed. Figure 6-1 illustrates both
the acceptable and the unacceptable methods of
mounting filters. The Input and output of the filter
must always be electrically isolated from one any
other. If the input to the filter is permitted to enter Unhielded
the shielded enclosure, the electromagnetic energy Leeds
will enter the enclosure also, thus nullifying the
effect of the filter.

UNACCEPTABLE Unsih I I Figui, 6-2. Acceptoble Method of Mounting Filter when
1114lkhood Mounting is Not Prcial

signals, it is an capable of discriminating between
r77 _the componeAts of an arc and the intended firing

seigal. Therefore special techniques must be
employed to provide protection against the HERO

V7-,717,- 7 ,-77 77;- .7 problem caused by arcing. In general, there are
two methods at are used. These are: (1) provide
open contacts to the firing system between the filter
and the EED (see Figure 1-4, Chapter I), and (2)
reduce the rf potential of the mating power contacts
to zero prkor to the final connection of the firing

ACCEPTABLE circuit to the wepon.

In the fitrt method, the firing leads beyond te
filter are brlun by a switch such as a safe and arm
switch until after all connections are made to the
weapon. This Is the best method since it eliminates
the low frequey path to the EED while the switch
is open. The low frequency energy of an arc that
occurs at the comector will thus be prevented from

Typical Bulkhead Mountings passing to the ZED. In this method the arrangement
of compo eits Is usually connector, filter, safe &ad
rm switch, and ZED.

Figure 6-1. Methods o 'ounting Filters
In the scond methool, the rf potential between

Figure 6-2 illustrates an acceptable method of the mating per contacts can be reduced by one or
mounting a filter when through the bulkhead mount- more teclmlqeis. One technique Is to insure that
ing is not practical. In this situation, electromag- no large rf potential exists between the weapon and
netic energy can be present in the enclosure where the launcher wben the final connections are made.
the E.MI fi'ter is mounted, but the shielded leads At communtcalbon frequencies where arcs are a
provide the hielding protection for the E D problem, approimately 200 to 300 volts is required
involv.jd. Thu other EEDs in the enclosure must be to produce them. Such voltages can easily be ob-
filteredt in a similar manner since the effectiveness taied between an aircraft and the deck. If the
of the shielding has been destroyed. weapon is not electrically connected to the aircraft,

this voltage can exist between weapon and launcher.
When used, dissipative filters must be mount- By nsuring Dal the weapon makes contact with the

ed on a suitable heat sink. The heat sink must be launcher, the rf potential oetween them will be re-
capable of maintaining the temperature of the filter duced so arcs will not occur when the final connec-
within the operating range of the material used in tion is made. Thus if the design and procedures are
the filter, specified and arranged so that contact between the

weapon and lasucher is assured, this second method
6.4 ARC SUPPRESSION is feasible. Another technique is to use female con-

nectors on the weapon side with recessed contacts to
Arc suppression methods are designed to pre- prevent touching them. The male connector should

vent inadvertent initiation of an EED by the low fre- be of the type with 360* peripheral shielling and with
fluency components of an arc. As previously dis- power contact- that make and break only when the
cussed (Chapter I) the arc contains components at shield betwees the two parts of Cie connector Is
all frequencies. Since an EMI filter is designed to complete. If either or both of these technlques are
preclude only high frequencies from the electromag- followed, the designer will 'ave reasonable assur-
netic environment and pass the low frequency firing ance that arcng will not be a problem.
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Chapter VII.
TESTING

7.0 GENERAL component and subsystem tests, in addition to pro-
viding complete frequency coverage not possible on

* NAVMA' :nstruction 5101. 1 requires that the ground plane.
weapon systems and devices containing EEDs be re-
viewed and tested if deemed necessary and positive 7.4 PREPARATION OF THE WEAPON
certification obtained that they can be handled with
impunity in the maximum predicted electromagnetic To measure the amount of electromagnetic
environment before they a'e introduced Into service energy transferred from the environment to the
use. For most systems this certification requires EEDs in the weapon system, all explosives are re-
HERO evaluation tests, moved from the weapon, and rf sensing devices are

placed near the EED bridgewires. These sensors
7.1 PURPOSE measure the absolute values of rf current induced at

each RED location, thus yielding a quantitative
The purpose of this chapter is (1) to describe measure of weapon susceptibility to electromagnetic

the nature and extent of the tests required for Navy energy.certification, and (2) to introduce tests which may be

conducted by the developer to assist him in imple- 7.5 ENVIRONMENT FOR TEST
menting H-RO design requirements.

The fleld levels In which the weapon will be
7.2 NAVY HERO CERTIFICATION TESTS tested are established prior to the tests. Typical com-

munication and raaar equipment is used to develop
The nature of weapon systems makes it ananda- these field levels on the ground plane. Under all

tory for HERO testing to be conducted on an opera- test conditions, either the, field level is equivalent
tional system with the entire weapon system exposed to the shipboard levels, or a known relationship
to the electromagnetic environment. In addition, the exists which permits extrapolation of the test meas-
test conditions and procedure3 must be related to the urements to the shipboard electromagnetic environ-
shipboard electromagnetic environment (Chapter II). ment
Navy HERO tests on both prototype and production
models are normally conducted on a ground plane 7.6 TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
facility. In some instances weapon launcher size or
unique ship interfaces dictate that the test be per- The test conditions and procedures used to
formed aboard ship. evaluate a weapon system are designed to simulate

the physical and electrical environment that will be
7.3 GROUND PLANE AND LABORATORY TEST encountered in operational shipboard situations. The

FACILITIES frequency and the radiated field levels used in theteats are established on the basis of experimental
In order to conduct HERO tests, ground plane measurements taken aboard ship while the ship's

facilities which permit convenient and adequate sim- communications and radar systems are operating.
ulatior of operating shipboard environments are re-
quired. These facilities include a ground plane of The design of each weapon system includes
suitable size and location, together with appropriate specificatien of the loading and handling procedures
rad!rt!on sources. HERO test facilities for Navy to be used for that particular weapon system in all
certification tests presently include three ground operations on board ship. These procedures consist
planes, shielded laboratory areas, and the equipment of the use of carts and cranes, the loading and un-
necessary for simulating the electromagnetic envi- loading operations, the handling and connecting of
ronment required to accomplish Navy HERO tests, cables, the test and monitor functions on the aircraft

and auxiliary equipment, the safe-and-arm functions,
The ground planes measure 100 by 240 feet and and ;gny other operations leading to the launch of the

sre constructed of welded steel plates. Turntables weapon.
are included to provide a convenient means of rotat-
lng the system under test so that a measure of the All of the procedures for a weapon iystem are
dependence of weapon susceptibility with respect to incorporated as pait of the HERO certification tests
spatial orientation can be obtained. Figure 7-1 on that system. This policy insures that each weapon
depicts one of the ground planes, its array of radia- system is tested In an electromagnetic environment
tion sources, and a weapon system being tested, equivalent to that to which it will actually be

"s8uected.
Tests are conducted in the shielded areas of

the laboratory in supoort of the ground plane test Some of the variables affecting the HERO char-
activities. These iab.ratory tests provide for acteristics of a weapon system, in addition to the
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handling and loading procedures previmsly men- progressed to a stage where a series of routine tests
tioned, are frequency, field intensity. radiated power, and evaluations will be sufficient to verify that the
weapon/aircraft orientation, and distance from the weapon complies with requirements for precluding
radiation source. Since there are nany possible HEROproblems adcanbecertified for unrestricted
combinations of these variablea, the tests are de- use in the fleet.
signed to examine those conditions -mat relevant to
the hazard, while, if possible, exercising control 7.8 HERO TESTS FOR WEAPONS DESIGNERS
over the less relevant factors. Exasqplee of such
factors are the proximity of personnel, adjacent MIL-STD-1385(Navy) establishes the general
structures, variations in gromding or tiedowns, requirements and acceptance criteria for precluding
and improper application of test and checout electromagnetic energy from electrically sensitive
equipmenrt. weapon system components. Methods of Implement-

ing these requirements have been established and
The results of the preceding test are used to are presented in previous chapters.

determine the level of susceptibility cC the weapon
in the expected shipboard electromagmetic environ- The system evaluation tests performed to
meat. Additional tests are sometimbs performed to final acceptance of the weapon system by the Navy
determine the degree of susceptiblit of the weapon (see Section 7.2) cannot be conducted unti) all ccm-
system. These situations include mcventional ponens have been fabricated and the complete
handling procedures or environments of higher weapon assembled. By the time this phase has been
electromagnetic energy levels. Observation of reached, the design is firm, and in many cases,
weapon system susceptibility umdrer sch conditions production of the weapon has started. If the weapon
leads to procedures that assure the adety and relia- fp.Us to meet the HERO eva.uation criteria, costly
bility of the weapon svstem througho-A the stockpile- retrofits and redesign may be required.
to-launch sequence.

Previous Navy evaluation tests have demon-
7.7 PROTOTYPE VERSUS PRODUCTION strated that little considerat~n was given to the

WEAPONS TESIS HERO problem during the design stages of weapons
presently in use in the fleet. Visual inspection of

The test and evaluation of the HERO suscepti- these systems would have been sufficient to detect
bility of weapon systems must not be considered an suchobvious deficiencies as long unshieldedumbilical
"after-the -fact" responsibility. A ontnuous cables and wires, plastic sections, and access doors
assessment of HERO susceptibility throughout the that must be opened in the electromagnetic environ-
deeign-prototype-production phases of development ment. There are, however, some serious design
must be implemented, deficiencies that will not always be apparent from

visual inspection. Among the most important of
When the prototype systems ban successfully these are inadequate shielding and filtering.

r.ssed the HERO test, any change, bowever insig-
ntficant. must be recognized as a potential problem To detect such deficiencies, to optimize design,
area. if Ut is impossible (or undesirable m a per- and to implement quality control, it Is imperative to
formance sense) to maintain cont*inuity from proto- apply qualitiative testing techniques during the

type to production models, the modlfication in design developmental stages of the system. As a result of
must be such that the weapon remains as safe as the an extensive research program a series of such
tested prototype from the standpoint o HERO prob- testLig techniques have beendeveloped andpresented In
lems. Many of these changes will require additional Military Standard MIL-STD-1377(Navy). These test
HERO tests. It is assumed t1hat whom the weapon methods include techniques for evaluating shielding
system has reached the production phase, the design effectiveness of weapon enclosures and connPctors
of all components and subsystems obould have and ffr measuring lter effectiveness.

I
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